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FORECAST
Okanagan, Ullooet and South 
Thmpson regions: cloudy with 
sunny periods today. Cloudy 
Tuesday with intermittent light 
rain or wet snow in the morning. 
Continuing mild. Winds light.
HIGH AND LOW
Predicted high and low tempera­
tures for Kelowna and Penticton 
32 and 38. Kamloops 30 and 38. 
Temperatures recorded (Saturday 
in Kelowna 42• and. 32 w ith. .12 
rain and snow. Sunday 41 and 30 
with .03 rain. v .
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77 Fruit Delegates 
Will Ponder Trends
Over 500 delegates and other officials vitally interested in 
the fruit, growing industry started converging on Kelowna today 
in preparation for the three-day British Columbia Fruit Grow­
ers’ Association convention which opens at the Aquatic tomorrow 
morning.
The 69th growers’ parliament will have a total of 77 official 
delegates representing 3,600. registered growers, but the balance 
of the interested convention spectators is made up of supply 
house-officials, packinghouse managers, bankers, and growers 
as a whole who are interested in  the welfare of their organization^
Provincial' minister of agri-
JUNIOR ROCKET AWAY IN TRAIL OF SMOKE
Three Kelowna youths fired a 
32-inch rocket 2,000 feet in the 
sky Sunday afternoon in another 
successful test leading to their 
ultimate objective of sending up 
a three-stager.
A number of people were on 
hand near Oilworth Mountain 
in Glenomre to see the rocket go 
off in a cloud of smoke and land 
a  few seconds later about 200 
feet away from the lounching 
platform. ,
Peter Trump, one of the three 
junior rocketeers who now haye 
three successful tests to their 
credit, said the estimated speed 
of .the rocket was 500 miles an 
hour at "blast off."
The fully-charged rocket was 
claimed by some to have been 
visible a t all times in its - zoom 
upwards'w< and certainly on the 
way down, for' it lost one of its 
fins, and descended in cartwheel­
ing fashion. ,
FUEL COST 81
\ qary  Lewis, 17, Trump, 16, and 
Cltve Lewis, 13, were highly 
satisfied' with rbsulW. The main 
body of the rocket and the noz­
zle, were intact had unharmed 
by the blast.
The youths, us^ng a  count-down 
mechanism. had their firing con­
trol box some 140 feet from the 
launching platform. The coltimn 
of smoke- from tho rocket fuel
reached about 500 feet in the sky 
but quickly disappeared.
Questioned later on the cost 
of the fuel used, Peter Trump 
advised that $1 .would cover it.
Next experiment, according to 
the youths, will be a two-stage 
affair. Tentative plans are to be 
ready to fire it in about a month’s 
time. The firing of a three-stager 
will come after that. >
Space Course 
Offered By UC
LOS ANGELES (A P )-ln  the 
first undertaking of its kind, the 
University of California is launch­
ing a 17-wcck course in spate 
technology, beginning tonight,
The course has attracted more 
thee 2,000 students, including 
pome 500 military and civilian
Krsonncl of Edwards Air Force no ,‘where new jet and rocket 
/pladcs ore tested. Each student 
pajla a  835 fee.
LONDON (Reuters) -  Police 
are worried about the latest Am­
erican teen-ager craze to hit Brit­
ain—do-it-yourself rockets.
Would-be junior spacemen are 
mixing weed killer with sugar to 
produce an explosive propellant 
for crude, ; home-made rockets.
A, 13-year-old boy, Qorden New­
man, was taken to hospital, after 
his rocket, made out of a sawed- 
off piece of bicycle-frame tubing, 
exploded in his hands. He may 
have to have some fingers ampu­
tated.
Three similar bombs have ex­
ploded in the same, suburb of Lon­
don during the last few days,
The police want stores to re­
fuse to sell weed killer to teen­
agers.
FU LL P L A Y  FO R  
B C fG A  M EETIN G•i
The Daily Courier will give 
complete coverage of the an­
nual convention of the British 
Columbia! Fruit Growers As­
sociation commencing tomorrow 
in Kelowna and which will be in 
session all r this week through 
Friday. _ \
Extra copies of The Courier 
may be secured from your local 
news dealer.-
Vernon PCs
culture, Hon. Newton Pi Steacy, 
will address the convention 'to ­
morrow morning. Later the BC­
FGA- executive and industry com­
mittees will' present reports..
Affairs of B.C. Tree Friiits will 
be discussed Tuesday afternoon, 
followed by report of the pooling 
committee and resolutions deal­
ing with this subject. An evening 
sessjon is planned to receive the 
report of the grades committee 
and deal with resolutions on this 
topic.
B.C. fruit board’s report will 
be tendered Wednesday morning. 
In the afternoon operations^ of 
B.C. Fruit Processors’ will be 
reviewed, W. D.'Cummings, gen- 
r. Consolidated Fruit
> m m ■
Plan Parley
(Courier’s Vernon bureau
VERNON —- Okanagan-Revel- 
stoke riding Conservatives will 
name a federal election candi­
date January 19.
Riding president Frank Ryall 
announced the nominating con­
vention Friday at.the.Conserva­
tive meeting in the. Elks’ Hall, 
where election of riding officers 
was the main item of business.
In addition, a Vernon district 
branch manager of the Okanagan- 
RCvelstoke Progressive Conserva: 
tive association was formed.
R, J . Borrie was named presi­
dent and Eric Denison, Mary 
Neilson and Dolph Brown were 
elected first, second and thin 
vice-presidents.
Jack Hairsine w onthe vote to 
the position of secretary-treasurer 
and John McKergow, Stuart Nel­






3:45 p.m. y -
OVIC BAN^IJET - /
In the evening, delegates and 
industry officials will be guests 
of. the city of Kelowna and the 
board- of trade a t a  banquet to 
be held in the Aqua Ballroom.
Thursday morning, elections 
will be held for president of the 
BCFGA and for chairman and 
members of the B.C. Fruit Board 
Following these elections, the. 
four district councils will meet 
separately to select their repre­
sentatives for the executive, BC­
FGA, board; of governors, B.C, 
Tree Fruits, and the board of 
directors, B.C, Fruit Processors 
Ltd.;
An extraordinary resolution af­
fecting the bylaws will be dis­
cussed Thursday afternoon. BC­
FGA . budget -;will be presented 
and remaining resolutions dis­
cussed. An evening session will 
he held if necessary to clean up 
unfinished, business 
, Only 4<k>d(f resolutions are on 
tap-foe . smallest hurtiber in 
several years — but business 
throughout the three days will be 
augmented by presentation of 
annual reports, by representa- 
See GROWERS MEET Page 10
Continues A t
Petty crime wave in the city 
continued over toe weekend but 
took on a different hue. "
Two homes were entered—one 
of them broken into—as well as 
entry having been forced into an 
industrial firm.
Weekend loot was not large. 
Hie-thieves got a lady's , wrist 
watch and t(vo boxes of , choco­
lates from too home of Mr. and 
Mrs. R. Haldane, 263 Lako 
avenue,, and a piggy bank, with 
an undetermined small amount of
________ ____ ____ cash from tho home of Mr, and
not receiving other aid, and nm-|Mra., J , Kaufmann, 839 Bernard 
putccs, os well ns adults crip- avenue, 
pled by poliomyelitis, In past LOOT OF 1500 
years the fund has been limited I The, thief , or thieves gained in ­
to polio sufferers. try at 'the ' Kaufmann home by
’-J—  ------ :---------------- f— :— :—
WIDEN FUND SCOPE
TORONTO (CP)—The March 
of Dimes in Ontario announced 
Sunday the fund is to benefit 
those crippled in accidents, per­
sons' with congenital - deformities
breaking a glass on the, back 
door, reaching in and turning toe 
lock. Exit was through too front 
dorr. , '
Laundry office of Morrow Ser­
vice Ltd., 1045 Ellis Street, was 
rifled, but according to proprietor 
W. R. Morrow, nothing Wps token 
He said a side door had been 
forced. ;
• It was also, learned over the 
weekend that a Wcstbank home 
had been entered while toe own­
ers were away over tho Christ­
mas-New Year’s holidays., .
Some $500, worth of , personal 
effects, Including a mantel radio 
and bedding, were stolen from 
the home of Mr.' and Mrs. J . H 
Blackey," according to RCMP who 
ore investigating too incident.
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This is the Kelowna house occupied by Percy B. William* j Located at 398 Christleton Avenue, neighbors expressed sun 
son, brother of-the late diamond millionaire. (See story below, j prise they, lived beside the brother of millionaire.
M A T E R N A L  B IN G E 
JEO P A R D IZES  A R T
ST.‘ ALBAN’S, Eng. (AP) — 
A severe outbreak of mother­
hood in the Young Wives’ 
Club^of St.' Michael’s Church 
has jeopardized plans, to stage , 
an amateur play called World , 
Without Men.
, One after another of toe 16 
club members had to beg off. 
-j from taking part in toe play. 
At the moment it seems im-- 
possible to 'm uster the neces­
sary cast of 17 women. ,
One member’s pet dog, 
which was to have appeared 
in the show, also , had to be 
excused. She is expecting pups,
Security Hits
v Lose
WASHINGTON ! (CP) m  Sixty- 
four. cents soiit of every dollar in 
the hew U.S. budget will be spent 
on protection — toe military, 
atomic, foreign aid and other 
costs related to national security.
The rest of .the dollar pie. is cut 
up as follows: 22 cents for Civil 
benefits, 11 cents for Interest on 
the national debt and three cants 
for running toe government.
Where will the -money come 
from? Fifty-two cents are from 
ttiie individual income taxpayer, 
27 cents from corporation income 
tax, 13 cents from excise taxci 
and eight cepts from cuutomi 
and^othcr receipts. , ...
OTTAWA (CP)—Rev.- H. Lloyd 
Henderson^ mayor of Portage la 
Prairie,1 Man., arrived in toe 
capital Sunday night to contest 
toe Liberal leadership with two 
predictions: 1
Not he, but Lester Pearson, 
will win the. contest.
The Liberals will be defeated 
again in, toe next federal elec-, 
tion.
The o n e r g e t i c  Presbyter­
ian minister arrived' minus an 
agenda! of convention proceed­
ings but *wlth- a prepared- speech 
of acceptance in case he wins.
He complained .in ah interview 
he was unable to secure from toe 
convention committee either 
convention agenda^, or a list iof 
delegates. He had phoned Ottawa 
long distance, to, have, these, sent 
to him,but all he received was 
an invitation.
To add to his problems, he was 
able to get hotel space only until 
Wednesday, although too conven­
tion lasts until Friday;- He did not 
kndw what he and his attractive 
Wife would do after Wednesday 
for, accommodation — at a pre­
mium in Ottawa during conven­
tion week, - ,
Among his election promises il 
he Is chosen leader, he said, wjll 
be to make retiring Liberal
Leader Louis '.St. - Laurent • Can­
ada's next, governor-general.
OTTAWA (CF) — Mayor Don 
Mackay' of, Calgary m ay trade 
his lQ-gallon hat for a bowtie, 
The colorful, 43-year-old mayor, 
who tossed his big, white cow­
boy hat into toe Liberal leader­
ship , ring, now Is wondering 
whether he, shouldn't yank it out
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Ike Calls For ( H i
f !
MADRAS. India (AP)-NlkJta 
Khrushchev has rejected a sut- 
gMtlaa toe Soriel Ualoa tint- 
laterally renounce use of nn- 
dear weapons, Ik was revealed 
M ay. The Rnaslan leader’s re­
jection was coots toed In a 
letter to an Indian elder statea-
Br JOHN M. 1UGHTOWER
WASHINGTON (API -  Preat 
dent Eisenhower told Soviet Pre­
mier Bulganin Sunday “ I am 
ready" for a summit conference 
p r o v i d e d  preliminary nego­
tiation* glvo "good hope of ad­
vancing the cause of peace nnd 
justice In foe world," , 
Eisenhower, In a  4,000 • word 
in Bvdĝ mlll ttjgp. aaid eaiim i
space should be used only for 
peaceful purpose*, He challenged 
too Russians to agree with too 
United States, at ’ a decisive mo­
ment In h i s t o r y , ” that space 
should be ’ denied to the purposes 
of w a r’
Another presidential proposal 
was that Russia and the United 
States agree to renounce use ,ot 
their veto power in the United 
Nations security council on m at­
ter* dealing with peaceful settle­
ment of disputes.
He also proposed the testing of 
nuclear weapons be halted "not 
just for two or three year*, but 
Indefinitely" provided too stop U 
taken a* part of a  program to 
end the "now 'unrestrained pro­
duction of nuclear weapons."
, Eisenhower's jetler replied to
one he received from Bulganin 
tiec. 10 in  advance of too Pans 
NATO {conference. Ho has since 
received a  second note proposing 
to call an East-West summit con­
ference by early April. _ 
Although s t a t e d  in positive 
terms of willingness to meet, Els­
enhower’s declaration about t h e  
s u m m i t  conference obviously 
ruled out any early top-level ses­
sion because of ids declaration 
that " it would ba essential" to 
work out i s s u e s  in advance 
through diplomatic channels," 
Alongside this qualification he
Eut the condition that it tvoqld ave' to be determined -"that 
such a top-level meeting would, 
In fact, hold good hope of ad­
vancing toe cause of peace and 
Justice in the world" V)
Elsenhower did not s p e c i f y  
what other heads of government 
should bo included in a summit 
session but he did say that such 
governments should bo Included 
In the preparatory work.
Point by point, Eisenhower'dis-, 
counted or, wholly rejected a  se­
ries o f 'ab o u t eight proposals 
which Bulganin had made to him, 
on the grounds that tho actions 
proposed wer* either Unneces­
sary beemiso of toe United Na­
tions or because they would not 
solve real problems . . .
In tola connection he said a 
Bulganin call for a  nan-aggres­
sion 1 treaty between th e ' NATO 
countries nnd the Warsaw (Com­
munist) Pact was not needed be­
cause a ll NATO members are
already bound by a 'U N ,Charter 
provision against aggression.'
Ho thus ruled put too an agree­
ment "to respect the '’Independ­
ence" of Middle E dst,coun tries 
and to renounce the ‘use of force 
there. ■ But he added, th a t , toe 
United States hopes toe Russians 
"feel themselves as hound by toe 
provisions of toe (UN) charter 
(as applied to foe Middle East) 
as, 1 assure you, wo feoj bound."
Bulganin had asked an agree­
ment between the United States, 
Britain and Russia not to use nu 
clear weapons but Eisenhower 
said , all three countries already 
have pledged In the UN charter 
"not to use any weapons against 
the territorial Integrity or polit­
ical independence of ayy state.”
-h
and get behind.,the bow-tied Les­
ter B. Pearson for th e 1 top ’spot 
in the Liberal party. ' *
"There is' a great deal ,of sup­
port fof Mr.' Pearson o it  West,”  
Me. Mackay. said'on arrival here 
Sunday,: “If I can reaph a .iinal 
decision to stay in the race, then 
I wilT stay' with - it ' to the end. 
But ifft; decide to withdraw now, 
I will support Mr. Pearson."
Gem Tycoons Brother 
En Route To S . Africa
BCFGA HOST
, " v  1 r ' i
A) R. Gan-lib, prominent Oli­
ver fru|t grower, whq will p re ­
side over the 69th annual con­
vention of British Columbia 
Fruit Grower*’ Association, of 
which1 be I* president.. Thrce-i 
day parley opens tomorrow*, 
morning a t fob Aquatic. <
Dy W. DEAVER-JONES 
(Dally, Courier 'News Editor)
Percy B. Wililamson. brother 
of the late -diamond millionaire, 
Dr. John Thorburn Williamson, 
has left here by air for; South 
Africa where the 52-year-old 
Canadian died last wpek.
Purpose,of the trip was not de­
termined., ■
Percy eftme here quietly last 
September, from Ontario to re­
tire.-He slipped out of town lost 
week with a minimum of .pub­
licity. ■ ! ,
Despite denials from his house 
hold, ,it*was confirmed here,Sat­
urday night thnt he is travelling 
via British Overseas Anlrways 
Corporation to South' Africa, 
wherd his brother’s mines arc 
located.
no excitem ent ;
There y/M . no .excitement 
around foe Williamson > household 
lit*Kelowna, a modest one-storey 
structure; a t 398 Christlieton 
Avenue. Neighbor* expressed 
surprise that they lived ,beside 
the brother of a millionaire.
Even his wife, who stayed be­
hind, denied that she is toe 
spouse of an heir to what has 
been termed the richest diamond 
mine in the world.' ,
But Mrs. Williamson "bit” 
when a reporter Called her by 
telephone, " y
Previously, the person answer­
ing the phone liad 'claimed she 
was n housekeeper. /  , .
Saturday night, the telephone 
conversation went1 something like 
this:
"M p. Williamson?"
, "Yes". -• Lt-
" I understand Percy ha* left 
town for a tew day*,"
"Yes, he ho*. Foe: about'three 
weeks. Out who’* speakingT" 
I’The Canadian Pro**.”  ...
("Oh. But what do you want 
again?" ; \  ■, ' 1 ■/
1 A fter being fo ld  th d t th e  new* 
Atoering a g e n c y  , l i s d  b een  try ­
ing to determine the whereabouts 
of' Percy; 6he quickly changed 
her mind.
"Oh, but I'm  not Mrs William-) 
son.” ,
Questioned' more closely/ she 
nsisted she was a housekeeper, 
" I  wish you people would lcava 
us mind our own business," she 
finally foroko, off,
Pressed la little further, Mrs. 
Williamson sold she has "other 
people" staying^with her.
TWO CHILDREN 
It was understood the William- 
Bona have at least two children, 
both of whom have been classed 
as "brilliant students,".,
Eldest is Sandra, 15, in Kel­
owna Senior High; school, grade, 
10, * *, 
E)(to» Florence, 12, Is in grade 
eight in Kelowna Junior, High 
school. ,, ■ - >
The latter was.born ln Malorc- 
tic, Qua:,-and the family come 
directly to Kelowna last Septeip^
t t l !ber from Lansdowne, Ont.
Tulips Bust Out 
In Orchard City
Tulips roaring up , and frost 
coming out of,toe ground!
, Such a  report .normally would 
be in order for fo M  February ., 
Hut tadlcaftvp of i to  mildness e l 
toewfoter Bcason fsono subs tarn, 
tinted report that tulips are bust)*' 
tag through toeVgtpuiut elreadWWf •' 
and It la not yet midJanuarV, 
’Mapf yiMtâ biid̂ sbobidinŵ rd,c
ro ad s  a r e  ex fo rom ely  m q d 4 y ffof'. 
d a y  a s  b a lm y  te m p e ra tu re * ; 
t r o ta  r ig h t/m to  tm}'|taMmd< 
lig h t snow fall o f T hS rooay  n |
Ami ifoe enow.
mixed. with rain, aggravated mtkU;
snow■ m fob'
i t  w as p iled  u p .  for, ex a m p le , to  
bu ild  e  s n o w m a n . ,
/ /
.V
F A M IL Y  FU SS .and editor of the left-wing Trib-tlawyer 'and Labor member  oti junei and Dingle, 52, distinguished 1 Parliament |
t t ’ .
Another
m  hailt covtnm  o
MON., JAN, 13, IMS *
LONDON (Reuter*) — One Foot 
kicked another Foot in public 
print today.
Sir Hugh Foot, governor of 
Cyprus, eras accused, by hi* 
brother, John, of advertising 
his i n t e l l e c t u a l  accomp­
lishments, such a* they are."
The family fuss was stirred up 
earler in toe week by an article 
in the London Daily Mafl on the
intellectual menage.
"Even, as a child he was in-1
D A IL Y  P A P E R  LEA V ES  IS LA N D
VICTORIA (CP)—The New Re­
public, Canada's oldest Chinese- 
language newspaper foupdedhere 
45 years ago, in future is to be 
published in Vancouver. t 
The eight J r , page dally jvas 
unded to support the ideals of 
publli
Members of the Chin'
Foot family. Four of the brothers dependent Several times when 
are active in politics, .often on]he was 6 or 7 he went off and 
opposing sides. (we found him with the gypsies
The father, Isaac, former mem* on the downs—hardly distinguish* 
ber of Parliament and Liberal]able from them." 
party leader, was* quoted as say* SEES WHISPERING PLAN
k*?.-. . .  . ___ ___ ij  Hugh, 50, protested in a, letter
J f*  i K l  3  to t td  editor that “this is the
p *  I culmination of ai whispering cam­
paign put about, I  am sure, by 
my brothers.’'  - 
“They say to any newspaper 
man who will listen that I am a 
sort of wild half-wit brought up 
on the Cornish, moors with the 
gypsies. They suggest that I was 
shuffled off overseas because I 
was clearly unfit to follow their 
pursuits of the .law and politics.'
Hugh said he won as many uni­
versity honors as his brothers 
and i
Chinese Typesetters Faster 
Than A n y  Modern Machine
to
tli'
PR ESID EN T O F  TR EE FRUITS
Gordon Wight, well-known Oli­
ver grower, who succeeded the 
late James Snowsell, of Glen- 
more, as president of B.C. Tree 
Fruits. Mr. Wight has long been
active in the fruit growers asso- 
ciation, and will report on the 
affairs of the company at thp 
annual BCFGA convention this 
week.
Laika Proves Organism Suffers 
No III Effect In Outer Space
LONDON (Reuters)—Laika, the 
late canine passenger of Sputnik 
No. 2, .proved that weightless­
ness ' experienced by a  body in 
outer, space has no ill effects on 
living organism, the. Soviet news 
agency, Tass, reported today. .
The agency was quoting an ar­
ticle in Sovietskaya Avlatsia (So­
viet* Aviation) by Professor Ev­
geny Fedorov,' an associate,mem- 
iber^ofMhO' Soviet Academy of 
; Sciences.1 ' .
! .
■-ft 4 TR A FFIC  M A N A G E R
Steve Webster,, traffic man­
ager for B.C. Tree Fruits, who 
has played a  major role in coni* 
piling statistics in order that 
the sales agency may again 
light the recent 3.6 freight rate 
increase granted the railways.
e Chinese
Fedorov, said: “The analysis of 
Laika’s pulse while she was trav­
elling amirnd the earth has al­
lowed us to draw the important 
conclusion • that a long sojourn 
under* conditions of weightless­
ness dOOs ho t .have an ill effect 
on a living organism. '
it., is interesting that-im  dis­
turbances .o f  ■ Laika's coordina­
tion of movement Tvas, observed. 
In her case sight compensated 
to some extent for the disturb­
ance of the functions of bpr loco­
motor powers.”  ' ;  ■ .
Meanwhile, Moscow radio said 
man hurtling through space may 
to the future be able to prolong 
the span of his life 70-fold by 
slowing down time. t >?v
SLOW DOWN TIME v
“ If time really depends on ve­
locity, man \may acquire a po­
tent instrument for slowing time 
down,"' a broadcaster said to. a 
program beamed to North Amer­
ica. ■ ' ,'J; .V. '
Artificial satellites afforded the 
first opportunity of checking Ein­
stein's theory of relativity of time 
by practical means, he said.
Hitherto scientists had been un­
able to do this because the time 
lag was .observable only at tre­
mendous .velocities unattainable 
to conditions on earth.
“In a cosmic ship, hurtling at 
a speed close to the velocity of 
light, time would flow • 70, times 
slower than on this planet,” the 
commentator said.'r
This would tend to prolong hu- 
man life in the ship by just as 
many times, and Open up enor­
mous opportunities to man to ex­
plore the remotest parts of the 
universe.
Ib c of 1912. 
ese Nation­
alist League, supporters of the 
newspaper, decided on mainland 
publishing to meet the growing 
competition from two other Chin­
ese dailies operating in ' Van­
couver, where the majority of 
Chtoese-Canadiahs live.
The Chinese - Canadian popula­
tion on the mainland numbers 
about 15,000, compared to 2,000 
hero.
The paper has shut down only 
once during its history to Vic­
toria, in 1918 when an official 
from China was assassinated 
here.
The incident caused interna­
tional repercussions and police, 
suspecting the Nationalist league 
was responsible, shut down, the 
plant1 Three months of investiga­
tion cleared the league, however, 
and the paper was reopened. 
STAFF OF 15 /
A staff c t about 15 men oper­
ate Ahe newspaper. Half of them 
are typesetters under the direc­
tion of four men who learned the 
craft of-working with the 7,000- 
character alphabet in China.
The type is all set by. hand, 
but the men responsible Are so 
adept they can set a  column of 
type as fast as a  type-setting ms(-
.— asserted that he is their in- 
‘TBSy work on a system,”  heltellectual equal, 
said.>*‘They ■ are so skuled that| as te ^  gypsies-well,
ttey  can select the right Chinese h q *  gypsies," Hugh said. "And 
character among thousands of wjj0 wouldn’t make for the moors 
symbols almost blindfolded. ■ (when the alternative was to en- 
The change to location vwUi dure the insufferable superiority 
mark the retirement of' Walterjof .four Oxford brothers."
Lee, 72, one of Canada's^ first j, Hugh went to Cambridge
Jo g , contended Ho*,-, letter
«  t  S  S T 3 causr f  ^  “some hot un- Mr. Lee, a Chinese - natural distress and embarrass-
translator, is the -otoy priginal mcnt>» It disclosed, he said, 
employee Jeft on staff. (Hugh’s tw o. weaknesses:- .The
Every weekday morning-at 5 “readiness to believe idle gossip” 
o'clock he has tuned to a pw er- L * ,  ^  “monumental arriigance 
fol shortwave radio pet in the |whlch lead3 to
editorial room and We, his-brothers, have nothing 
translated news from China and] te tte r ^  dp than discuss hini and 
>ther parts of the Orient, tw elve j(ds -affairs wim"newspaper men."
chine used in a  modem newspa-
pen v  v . ■ '
. -C. P, Yee, cjneof the. four di­
rectors,'said no machine has yet 
seen' found that can work faster 
than a  Chinese .typesetter,
lours later the paper has gone 
to press
Chief On Beat 
So Constables 
Can Play Game
ORILLIA, Ont. (CP) — Orillia 
police department has a new 
slant on hockey: Its team  plays 
to save children’s lives. , '
The 'squad plays exhibition 
games throughout the season and 
the money raised is used for 
safety campaigns. Each year 
more than 2,500 children receive 
road safety lectures. : \
Chief El W. McIntyre is  so 
keen on the idea that be and J3taff 
Sergeant Everret Ipmn recently 
pounded the beat in a"snow­
storm—to' permit a couple of con­
stables to play in a game. V
^ne s a er
The Foot' family consists of 
seven children. Other brothers 
prominent in politics include Mi, 
chad, 44, extreme • left-winger, 
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CONGRATULATES THE B.C.F.G.A.
ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR
69th ANNUAL CONVENTION
CANADIAN CANNERS (WESTERN) LIMITED IS PROUD OF ITS 
ASSOCIATION WITH THE FRUIT INDUSTRY IN THE VALLEY'
i
v . ' /
/,. i
,'l 1
i t ' ! '  '
....................... . . ................t
We pwck the following OKANAGAN FRUITS under the 
; :weB4«H»WR,AVthTOv:lid )ft; ■ ;-
APRICOTS — CHERRIES —’ FRUIT SALAD — PEACHES 
PEARS — FAftCY APPLE SAUCE — PLUMS 
* GIACE and MARASCHINO CHERRIES
Aylmer Factories located at Penticton, Kelowna, Oliver, Ashcroft, Mission and Vancouver'
C A N A D IA N  C A N N E R S  (W ES T ER N ) L T D .
AYLMER PRODUCTS 86 SJE. MARINE, DRIVE, VANCOUVER, R X :’
A  Sincere Welcome is Extended 
To the Delegates and Visitors
t ^
to the













For years Crown Zellerbach Canada has matched the1 
skill and care with which B.C. Fruit Growers market their 
crop by perfecting newer and better corrugated cpntainers to 
deliver this harvest in prime condition to destinations through­
out the world. '
Today. . .  shipping costs are .lower —  handling is, easier 
losses are reduced because “Crop designed” corrugated 
containers store h a t . . .  set up quickly. . .  fill and close easily 
and keep delicate frujt from bruising In transit.
The answer to your packaging problem. ' . .  whatever your 
product , l. . lies in the careful study and close co-operation 
you'l^ receive from the Crown representative in your arca.
v Call hint today.
f,
C ltO W M  I tU lR B A C H  C A N A D A
•  A f l l  » PACKAOl Ue f l O R I I I t t l  •  4 VMS M * PAYWOOf
W. T. L. ROADHOUSE 
D. C. VIVIAN
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TR EE FR U ITS ' G EN ER A L M A N A G ER
R. P. Walrod, general man* 
• ager of B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., 
and of B.C. Fruit Processors' 
Ltd., who will report on the 
' activities of both companies at
the 69th annual convention of 
the British Columbia Fruit 
Growers’ Association which 
opens here, tomorrow.
Beef Cattle Exports 
To U .S . On Increase
By DAVE OANCIA 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP> — The flow of 
Canadian beef cattle to active 
United States markets, stemmed 
last month by a tariff boost or* 
dered by the U.S. government, is 
on the upturn again.
During 1957 an estimated 278.* 
770 slaughter „ cattle and feeder 
steers were shippoi south of the 
border, more . than 150 times 
more .than in the previous year.
So great was the flow that the 
UR. treasury ' ordered customs 
officers along itbe international 
border to increase the tariff rate 
one cent a round under a global 
quota designed to keep cattle im 
ports from all sources to fewer 
than '400,000 a y e a / or 120.000 in 
any one quarter.
The order increased, the tariff 
to 2 Vi cents a pound on becf cat- 
tle weighing more than 700 
pounds. The move was described 
as a precautionary measure.* The 
extra duty was to be refunded to 
exporters on cattle shipped be­
fore the quarterly quota limit of 
20,000 was reached.
FIGURES NOT COMPLETE 
informants here said the quota 
was probably 'exceeded. Exact 
figures, however, will not be 
available until the U.S. customs 
department c o m p l e t e s  tabu­
lations of imports, from Canada 
and Mexico, the only shippers of 
beef cattle to American markets.
Jan. l  a  new Quarterly quota 
went into effect and the duty rate 
dropped to Ilk cents again.
This was almost immediately 
refected in cattle shipments. The 
agriculture department’s current 
livestock market review reported 
4,224 beef cattle were exported, 
th e n
FA R M ER S  W ORRIED
Mild Weather Results In Soil 
Drifting In Alberta And Sask.
By TIIE CANADIAN PRESS
Strong early • winter Chinook 
winds have resulted in sever* 
topsoil d r i f t i n g  conditions in 
.southern Alberta. Drifting has 
also occurred in southwestern 
Saskatchewan.
D ., T. Anderson, agricultural 
engineer at the Canada Experi­
mental Farm at Lethbridge, has 
described the drifting condi­
tions in southern Alberta as 
among the most severe in 20 
years,
M r.Anderson, in recommend­
ing emergency control ̂ measures/ 
said farmers can’t- gamble on a 
change in weather to ease con- 
.- ditions.
“Serious, damage to the fertil­
ity of open soil can . only be pre­
vented by eacbv .farm er. under? 
taking .suitable precautions and 
control measures a t once."
He said the drifting was caused 
by “prolonged periods' of strong 
winds following a period o f : se 
> vere weathering of soil clods. 
This combination of circum­
stances ffeqtiently^o’Ĉ c u r  s  in 
southern Alberta.”
LONG CHINOOK PERIOD
Strong warm and dry Chinook 
winds started during the last 
week of November and continued 
through most of December and 
into January, melting the snow 
and leaving the soil helpless be­
fore the brutal force of the winds 
which often reach hurricane pro­
portions. -
W. E* Johnson of the Saskatch­
ewan agriculture department soil 
conservation branch described 
the drifting in Saskatchewan as 
a little greater than had taken 
place In the last-few years. .Some 
soil drifts every winter. , v '
“It is not calamitous but .lt Is 
the best soil which goes,” 
Johnson .said. Most severe <
ing was reported in the Rosetown 
plains, extending west from Rose- 
town through Eston, Kindersley 
and Kerrobert in southwestern 
Saskatchewan.
The area is susceptible to drift­
ing and some has been put to 
community pasture and grass 
cultivation since the 1930s.
LAND PROTECTED 
The Swift Current region was 
not hit as hard as the Rosetown 
plains because of a. fair crop, re­
sulting in more trash left on 
stubble land. Fanners there have 
become more conscious of soil 
drifting because of past experi­
ence.
Alternate freezin gand thawing 
has dried out top soil in regions 
where drifting has occurred. Of­
ficials also blamed' the burning 
of stubble by farmers for drift­
ing in the Rosetown plains.
Mr. Anderson said “we must 
realise that losses from soil drift­
ing are very real. The produc­
tivity of our. irrigated \ and dry 
lands can be and *i£v being se­
verely depleted.
The economic well-being of 
the individual fanner and of the 
community as a whole is directly 
dependent upon the productivity 
of the soil.”
LISTS DEFENSIVE STEPS
Mr. Anderson suggested the 
protision of a protective cover by 
spreading straw or manure over 
drift areas as onev  emergency 
measure to combat soil drifting.
A-second emergency measure 
is to re-establish the' cloddy 
structure of surface. soil; , On 
frozen soil this can best be ac­
complished with a heavy duty 
cultivator utilizing chisel points 
on shanks spaced at intervals ol 
two or three feet.
Under non-frozen soil condi­
tions, a  heavy duty cultivator or
Other similar equipment may be 
used to roughen the soil and 
bring clods to the surface.
A third method is to trap mov­
ing soil particles on the fields by 
making deep lister furrows at 
right angles to the prevailing 
winds. The furrows should be 
about three feet apart.
“Experience has shown," Mr. 
Anderson said, “ that soil drift­
ing can be stopped on any field 
by the adoption of one or more of 




EDMONTON (C P)-Fraser ,M. 
Gerrie, editor of the Edmonton 
Journal since 1953 and a mem­
ber of its  staff since 1913, will 
retire. Feb. 1, it  was announced 
Saturday. ■vA'A
'  "He WfiTbe - succeeded as editor 
by Den MacDougall,. now man­
aging editor. Chief editorial wri­
ter Homer Ramage will become 
associate editor and George Stout, 
now city editor, will hold the 
dual position of city editor and 
news editor.
Mr. Gerrie, born in Toronto, 
received his early newspaper ex­
perience with the Stratford (Ont.) 
Herald|»the Stratford Beacon and 
the London Advertiser. In 1911 
he became editor of the weekly 
Yorkton (Sask.) Times, and 
served briefly with the old Ed­
monton Bulletin before joining the 
Journal in 1913.
Mr. Macdougall, born, at the 
Pits, Man., was editor of the 
Prince Albert Herald before join­
ing tye Journal in 1929.
.  • '- ■ ‘ - , • . *V,
Burn fig h t Abandoned 
To Study Fire Cause
By JOII NBIRD 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
to learn how fires burn and 
spread.
OTTAWA <CP) — National Re-S. The council hones information 
search Council scientists are out-Vrom U10. test* 'J’M develop 
tlhg thc torch'this month to cight]«>nsteuction techniques w h i c h  
abandoned structures in the St.l
re were no shipments in the 
corresponding week of 1957.
Dressed beef exports showed 
similar trend. Shipments during 
the week t o t a l l e d  1,552,000 
pounds, compared with 125,300 in 
1957
The shipments last year did not 
break any records, but were the 
highest since 1950. The 'record 
was established in- 1919* when 
468,000 cattle were exported fol­
lowing the end of the First World 
War. v
The quota of 400,000 annually 
was established by the U.S. in 
1948. but it wasn’t  imposed until 
’953 because of the U.S. need for 
beet- - '■< * •
MOSTLY FROM ALBERTA
Of the total shipments during 
1957 to the U.S., roughly 260,000 
head came from Alberta ranches 
and 18,000 from Ontario. The 
heaviest movement' occurred dur­
ing November.
Lawrence power project area to! 
find out what happens after at 
tire starts in a house or building I 
The experiments, the first .con­
ducted by ;the fire section of the 
NRC’s division of building re­
search, form part of a long- 
rapge attack on Canada’s mount­
ing toll of fire deaths and a 
steady increase m property dam­
age. *■ ■ ,
Id 1956, latest year for which 
figures are.available, 628 Cana­
dians died in 80,746 fires, com­
pared to 574 the previous year. 
Property damage in 1956 rose to 
$106,772,153 from 1102,767,776 in 
1955.
The buildings to be burned arc 
in an area to be flooded by the 
power' project. The objective is
ill prevent rapid spreading of 
ires. It also hopes to gain in- 
ormation on" better ways to fight 
ires, on types‘of interior, finishes
effects-on humans of carbon 
monoxide gases.
'"There is very little scientific 
information available on how 
fires burn In homes and build­
ings,” said N. B. Hutchcon, as 
sistant director of building re­
search. ' “No one actually know* 
just what' happens inside a house
t i n  DAILY COURIER ft 
MON* JAN. 13. 1858, **
vhich should be avoided and the)when it is burning."'
The experiments are an un­
usual they have attracted the a t­
tention of the British joint-lire 
research organization. A senior 
member of this organization, J . 
H. McGuire, has'been  sent to 
Canada to take ptjri .ln the re­
search.
The eight building's-Include a 
two-storey school and. a  two- 
storey community haU.-Tbe oth­
ers, including one burned Thurs­
day, are old homes. Their loca­
tion is being kent secret; tn avoid 
curious visitor-
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) 
United States space • vehicle 
testers, having launched two 5,- 
000 - mile missiles within four 
hours, turned their attention Sat­
urday to efforts to put two baby 
moons into the sky.
The launchings yesterday of an 
Atlas ballistic missile and a Nav- 
aho ram-jet vehicle were success­
ful. The Navaho took off ballistic- 
fashion under the power of two 
liquid propellants rockets con­
siderably longer than the missile 
itself. The rocket boosters drop 
ped off into the ocean after about 
40 miles of flight. After the Nav­
aho attained supersonic speed its 
ram-jet engine was able to take 
over.
Both missiles were believed to 
have fioiyn s e v e r a l  hundred 
miles, far-short of their designed 
range.
SATELLITES LIGHT
One of the satellites, designed 
as a  civilian scientific ̂ project un­
der the navy's ihanagement, will 
be an'aluminum sphere only 6.4 
inches in diameter and weighing 
about 3V4 \ pounds. It will be 
launched by the three-stage, 72- 
feet-long Vanguard rocket.
The otherwiJl.W . gimfital cyl­
inder 80 inches long and 
inches in diameter, weighing 29.7 
pounds. I t will be the final stage 
of the army’s Jupiter-C missile.
U.S. GENERAL 
CRITICIZES IKE
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States Air Forced missile 
chief says P r e s i d e n t  Eisen­
hower’s plan for a unified Amer­
ican space agency would waste- 
fully duplicate a ir  force capabil­
ities already in existence.
'Maj.'-den.. Bernard A.*Schriever 
ad d sth a t tHe air force is’ ready 
to ' undertake “at a  relatively 
early date” such space-age pro­
jects as unmanned reconnais­
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“You two go over to your 
house, Butch. You can’t  do 
any more damage here."
W e lc o m e








Reid’s Cor. on the Vernon Rd.
OCCIDENTAL 
FRUIT CO. LTD.
KELOWNA AND WEST SUMMERLAND
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1 Scheduled Okanogan freight Service from Penticton • to Vernon to Vancouver ; • .
^  Overnight Service t from Okanagan Points to your
i.vA I,.-/''1
Vancouver Market . . .
3 Year 'Round Highway Transportation Service in In • sulated Trailers -  Iced in Summer and Heated, ii 
Winter. %
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City. Welcomes ates
To Fruit Growers' Parley
* i ■ , V;
Kelowna this week extends a warm wel­
come to delegates and visitors attending the 
6{R|» annual convention of the British Colum­
bia Fruit Growers’ Association. It hits been 
three, years since the representative* of the 
3,600-odd registered grower* have met in 
Kelowna, as the" convention alternates be* 
tween the three valley cities.
Kelowna welcomes the convention dele­
gates, but perhaps this is an opportune time 
to go a step further. On behalf of residents of 
this city, the Daily Courier takes this opport- 
% unity of telling the fruit growers, all of them 
and their leaders, that their hopes are our 
hopes; their fears are our fears; their .prob­
lems are our problems, and their successes 
are our successes. Their well-being" is ours. j 
Had the fruit growers, working together, 
not solved problems is  the past, th is , city
would not be what it is today. When they 
have failed to solve their problems each of I 
us, too, has been touched in some measure] 
by the hand of defeat. . i
Thus it is with a  deep and personal in­
terest that 'Kelowna welcomes the fruit pro- j 
ducers to their annual conclave here, and itl 
will watch the progress of the deliberations! 
with keen, attentive eyes..
The fruit industry is so vital a factor in| 
the economic life' of the interior that so im­
portant a gathering of the primary producers | 
of the industry must have repercussions, good 
or bad, on each of us. Therefore, Kelowna 
sincerely welcomes the delegates to" this city | 
and expreses the hopes that they may be 
endowed with great wisdom in debates and] 
take such action as will bring greater prosper­
ity to their great industry.
Are W e
In the'last few years, the population of 
Kelowna has steadily grown and many new* 
comers may wonder why so much interest is 
aroused by the annual convention^ the BC 
FGA. They may not be aware that the associ­
ation, its' activities and its achievements are 
probably quite unique and that it is a perfect 
example of democracy at work.
The BCFGA in essence is the fruit grow­
ers themselves; the 3,6Q0*odd of them in the 
Okanagan and Kootenay valleys. Growers in 
a  district band themielves together to form a 
’’local:” the local selects representatives to 
become delegates to the convention and it 
joins with other locals of the same area to 
select certain men to be nominated to repre­
sent the district oh the board of directors of 
the association and subsidiary companies.
- Any grower with a grievance or a sug­
gestion is thus provided with a hearing. Taken 
first to his local, the matter, if it wins the 
support of his neighbors, eventually finds its 
hAy for consideration by the ultimate auth­
ority, the "growers’ parliament.” Here, in­
deed, can be seen democracy at work. Each 
apd every grower is able to have his say, to 
Confer with his fellows on matters large and 
small, to advance his opinions and to listen 
to the opinions of others of his kind. ,
While, naturally, a  small executive does 
head The organization, the policies* adopted 
and followed out by the executive come from 
below and are not the brain children’of the 
executive foisted on tbc gener&l membership. 
Once a  year matters of industry interest are 
presented to the growers through their dele­
gates and at that time the policies to be fol­
lowed by the association officers and the 
operating ,fruit officials arclajddown.
In other words the convention of the 
BCFGA is the annual meeting of the board 
of directors of the fruit industry which charts 
the course to be followed by the operating 
branches;
This is the sixty ninth year the con­
vention has met and not always has it had 
the character*and influence it now enjoys, 
. These have been obtained only after a long
Grits Hoping History 
Repeat
v
Br  PATRICK NICHOLSON
0
Specially written for 
The Daily Courier)
OTTAWA:The National conven-
By JOHN LeBLANC 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—Liberal p o l i t i c l y  
fane are hopeful that history pro- stayed la P°wer unt11
j by with the United States. Sir 
| Wilfrid swept the Conservatives
Vtdes a  good augury of events to 
follow this week’s national party 
convention here. .
For the Liberals have never 
failed to  win the first general 
•lection after each of their three 
previous conventions.
As in.the present case, the Lib- 
•rajs were out of office when 
leader Sir Wilfrid Laurlor called 
the first convention at Ottawa in 
SIM to patch the, party fences for 
the general election of JIM.
It. was not n leadership conven 
tion—Sir Wilfrid had been chosen 
leader by the party hidtorchy in 
1Q8T.‘ Instead, it concentrated on 
drafting n fighting program, 1am- 
r 1 batting the Conservatives of that 
gay as robbers and bribers and 
generally steaming up voter en-g |i
thuilasm.
IN POWER UNTIL 1911
< The big themes of the platform 
tram  lower tariffs and reclproc-
t h e  d a i l y  c o u r i e r
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Liberal fortunes again were on 
the ebb tide when the second na­
tional convention was held in 
1919. The aging leader had issued 
the convention .call in 1911—eight 
days after thd First World. War 
armistice wai signed—but In the 
meantime he hdd died.
It was a free-for-all for the 
leadership among Hon. W ., S, 
Fielding of Nova Scotia, long­
time minister of finance under 
Laurie# who had parted with 
him over conscription; D. D.
acKenile of Cape Breton, tem­
porary Liberal lender in the Com­
mons; Hon. George Graham of 
Brockyltic, former railway min­
ister, and a 45-year-old former 
minister of labor named William 
Lyon Mackenzie King.
WON ON FOURTH BALLOT
Against the apparently over­
whelming support for tho power­
ful Fielding, Mr. King was lightly 
regarded in tho predictions. Hu 
had been defeated In the last 
election. But ho edged out Mr. 
Fielding on a fourth balfott , 
And once more the Liberals 
came through with n victory in 
tho'post-convention general elec­
tion of ,2081;
It was a different story in 1948, 
at a convention here Which Mr. 
King sought after deciding to 
step down ns leader. Tho Liberals 
Were in power, plough with a 
slender over-all majority in tho 
Commons and with a few mave­
ricks In the ranks who on beens- 
fon gave him headaches on Im* 
iriant votei.
Laula 8. St. Laugent, his min­
ister of justice, swept the con 
ventton easily on ono.balloL with
and difficult journey over a rough and twist­
ing road, mostly through thick fog and heavy 
storms. But progress was continuous and in HTTAIA/A DCDftDT 
1939 with the establishment of B.£! Treel^ ’ IMVVH K C rU K I 
Fruits Ltd. a well-lighted and comparatively 
straight stretch of highway was reached
Since that time the value of the present 
marketing system has been obvious. Without 
it during the war, chaos would have descend* 
ed upon the fruit industry arid the truit area 
would probably have emerged from the war |. 
penniless and broken.*
In more recent years growers have 
watched their returns graduaUy diminish,
Some have not met the cost of production.
Last year a Royal Commission was appointed 
to investigate all phases of the industry. The I tion of the Liberal Party opening 
report has not yet been completed, but it is I here tomorrow i« one of two very 
a foregone coiwluriom that the sole comnu?> ^  
sioner, D ean 'E .'B . Mcrhee, will bring ml in this capital early in the new 
some sound suggestions —  suggestions that I year.-
will be made after an exhaustive study of the More Liberal delegates than
ever befbre have been invited to 
truit-industry.  ̂ this,'the fourth, national Liberal
If it is any consolation, one has only to  convention. Their task will be to 
look a n o th e r  fruit'producing areas OH the select a new leader for their 
N orth American continent. Growers in  these Fuif/u  8
parts are m  , the same plight, they, too, see I antly, old-line Liberals hope to 
production costs rising steadily and net re- steer the party back to true Lib- 
turns diminishing. But in  many instances erelism: a; course which Quebec 
growers to other areas are worse o ft a, ! t o ' S i
have no orderly system of marketing- (urged on the last convention held 
Okanagan producers, have learned the ten years ago. 
lesson of “cut throat” marketing. They know Lator  tols month, delegates will 
that they rcdgsot. return..to tbe^fotmet n t t l t t - b S S ^ r f ' S  
outlet marketing system and that future pro*Live Conservatives, due to open 
gress can only he along the lines of the pres-1 on Saturday, February l .  
ent system. TWs conference win be spon-
Even the skepties of 1939 are «  
having become convinced there is merit in gressive '-Conservative ) Student 
the present arrangement. Ondy thoise who have Federation, it will be/the first 
entered the industry since that period way mw
have anydoubts. These new growers should ^  onytheir own, rather the! 
study the history of the fruit industry which associated with the annual meet- 
is the history of the BCFGA, in order that ing of the senior association, 
they may obtain a clear picture of the long t h e  p a r t y  o f  y o u t h  
struggle which resulted in the setting up by This novelty underlines the re- 
Ihe grower, thcmselvc of the present mar-
keting system. ______________I Conservative Party. In the earlier
post-war years, the Liberals at­
tracted the majority of "think­
ing” younger people and the CCF 
also had a big fololwing of young­
er voters.
But at the 1956 national leader­
ship convention of the Progres­
sive Conservative Association, i 
struck observers very forcibly 
that there was an unusually large 
number of young delegates. This 
came up with a top-heavy major-1 was no accident: it whs the firs' 
ity over the combined opposition, manifestation of a  pronounced
trend. At election meetings there 
was •  prominent: aiuf enthusiastic 
section of younger people in the 
audience,
BOBBING-FOR-APPLES SEASON
16 TEARS AGO 
January, IMS
Plans for the million dollar 
CNR development of the indus­
trial section ,in Kelowna will be 
unfolded,Thursday morning when 
survey party for the railway 
company arrives in the city to 
start work on the property, ac­
cording to  word brought back 
from Winnipeg by Alderman Jack 
Horn, after conferring with CNR 
executives last week. -
Revenue collections in the cus­
toms and .excise office'here, for 
the nine months of 1MT—April to 
December Inclusive—were more 
than |20,600 more than for the 
corresponding period of 1946, ac­
cording to A. Weddell, Kelowna 
customs and excise official; TbtaJ 
for last year Was 9179.137.8$ as 
compared with 1157,635.96 for 
1946. ,
tO TEARS AGO 
January, 193*
Deepest concern over the fall- 
ure of the fruit Industry, as ex­
pressed by the '49th annual con­
vention of the B.C. Fruit Growers 
Association in the two-day ses­
sions at . Kelowna; was over the 
possible reduction In Imperial 
preference and the wiping out of 
Canadian dump duties against im­
portations of* American fruit.
30 TEARS AGO 
January, 1928 -
The annual general meeting of 
St. Michael end All AngekrAuar 
Guild was held In the vestry, 
when the following wete chosen 
as officers: President, Mrs. Grate
* V ,
Stirling; vice-president, Mrs. 
Lindsay Reed;' secretary, Mrs, 
H, J . Hewetson; treasurer, Mrs, 
O. St. P . Altkens.
49 YEARS AGO 
x January, 1119 
Messrs. E. Pettigrew and J . 
Rossi have been busy preparing 
a skating rink on the tennis courts 
on Harvey Avenue, They are well 
lighted and, given a good run of 
frost, .should prove popular, .
• 59 YEARS AQQ ■ 
January, 1906
Building permits had not yet 
become part of municipal admin­
istration in Kelowna In 1907, and 
in. order to compile statistics in 
regard to MiUdmgi erected in 
town in . that year,’ The Courier 
had to depend on the good office* 
of several focal contractors to 
supply the desired Information. 
The total value of buildings con­
structed Iq Kelowna In 1907 a* 
mounted to 9184,000; Including 
fifty-one houses, the . Kelowna 
Hospital, Baptist Church, planing 
mill, canning factory, tour stores 
and warehouses, five miscellan­
eous buildings and twelve^ addi­
tions to existing premises.
BIB LE TH O U G H T
God is love and he that dwell- 
elh in God end God la him. I John 
4:19. '
That is the sure way to Uve in 
complete harmony with men end 
with God. <
tion*, Conservatives won for the 
first time ever in three western 
universities, British Columbia, Al- 
>erta and Manitoba, And they 
won for the second time only In 
Saskatchewan.
What is remarkable about this 
western sweep is that in no one 
of those* provinces do the Con­
servatives form the focal govern­
ment. * ,
Many of these students who 
ifave top place to the Conserva­
tives in their university polls ere 
too young to have a  vote in our 
federal elections. ’
But when former Justice Minis- 
*r Stuart Garson, an ex-Liberal 
Cabinet Minister, acted as "Gov- 
ernor-General” to read the speech 
: rom the throne opening the Con­
servative-dominated parliament of 
the University of Manitoba, he 
must have pondered the fact that 
the voters of tomorrow, and those 
who y p  largely mould the opln- 
ons of the generarpubllo tomor­
row.-had for the first time re­
pudiated bis own party.
S S a , ,
I: fW!"
This Ice Fishing 
More Than Fun; 
It's Necessary
e. At political gatherings 
of all kinds through, 1957. this 
trend steadily increased.1 It was 
especially^ noticed a t a big dinner 
ithering held to honor the R|gh 
Arthur? Melghen jus 
iristmas, ’ when a very 
FQRT QU’APPELLE, Bask | substantial number of the guests 
(CP)—Ice fishing for tulabee to seemed young enough to have 
lakes surrounding this s^!th-cen-|^en ^  n,,ter Melghen firs 
traj -Saskatchewan town Is ' ex-|b®came. Prime minister of Can-
ass •. i ,  W.„ cmr p ™.
It will be a lSILton catch I gressive Prime Minister first took 
concern only to commercial fish J over toadefshlp of his party, this 
ermen” -^nthey .ge t T ^ c e n te  a I aH,n,*3r Conservatism among
pound—nhd toe hundreds of mink 
on nenrbv farms to which \\\e tu* 
Inbpo yvili bo fed.
The tulnbcc, which averages 
between 16 and 24 ounches„ is 
considered unfit for humans—it's 
a fat, fleshy fish, more often lhan 
not Infested with'tape wornt.
A few sportsmen invariably 
turn up on the lakes during tbe 
short winter season, but the tU- 
labeo are left mostly to those who 
have gill nets and make i a bust­
ness out of It. About 2$ licences 
wore issued thla-scnspn, many of 
them to district Indians. ^ ' 
The catch will make for batter 
game fishi ifi this spring. ThO tu- 
Jnbco jm vrst Is considered nec­
essary to prevent' a lake’s food 
supply from being1 exhausted, 
thus wiping not onto tii? tu­
lnbcc toil treat and Jackfish.
PREVIOUS STONE 
Amethysts hove been found In 
ports of Nova Scotia, New Bruns- 
w  and Ontario,sinco pioneerdsrys.
CANAAN''4 ^
, Canadian production of oil 
{mounted to 66 per cent to  the 
imestie demand tn 1984, iR iS fi 
.4 per cent In 1946. v
The Roc, a legendary bird of 
ancient Persia, was supposed to 
carry off elephants to feed its
young^
many ybung people has been 
growing.
What caused this swing? Among 
n wide .variety of causes, the two 
most obvious ones might be the 
release of the Conservative Party 
from the control by the old Tor­
onto fuddy-duddies, and the nat­
ural revulsion of ldenllstic youth 
agaiiist the dictatorial tendencies 
of tho previous Liberal govern­
ment. .
UNIVERSITY SWEEP
In the recent university elec-
UBC Develops 
New  Technique 
For Heart Work
VANCOUVER (CP) -  A new 
device for heart research ts being 
developed by scientists a t the 
University of British Columbia.
I t is a computer which works 
in three dimensions to locate cer­
tain heart faults. A two - dimen­
sional polar-cardiograph was pro­
duced a t the university two years 
ago, the work of B|r. A. D. Moore. 
From experience f^lned with this 
in the General Hospital the spher­
ical or three - dimension cardio­
graph was developed.: • *
.Jr IHWyi*
»






Fruit Growers’  Association
■ • . ■ r " ' ' v.; • t- ' ' - ■ ; ’ j
W ILLO W  IN N  H O T E L
Yfione l t t t
N O T IC E
To  Customers O n■ • 'i
Canter Routes
For any Irregularity in th« 
.Delivery Servioe of Your
C O U R IER  
Phew  4445
ŴftniaaAfelUfeHakmA'' |.„,a vw tsm q iM  U M t M
NRLOWNA OHIRIEH 
M o re  7tG0 pm* to  
* ’ PriMhAteg Day 
\  T-tft
OF KELOWNA
E X T E N D S
T O  T H E
attending the
69th AN  N U
B.C.F.G.A.
v
W e appreciate the good w o rk which the Asseciatioi 
out in the Interest o f growers and the Okanagij
.1 .. VJ . , 1 •  ̂■. ■ I 1 ■ ' . 1 ;'.v I *®B
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M A R Y  HAW ORTH'S M A IL
Stupicl, Hypocritical, Say Readers 
O f  M an W ho Is Disdainful O f . A .A .
V4TORTH: sp irit. working in mankind (as 
ipjbity of love and forgiveness); and would
’f» v
$  ' J:i ’/  * • ,
■y ' •’ {
-r -
v
f / < #*" (
COM FY CAR COAT
By ALICE ALDEN
The bi( marriage of the fash* 
lop season is the one between 
leather and fur — from ranch 
mink to racoon. One of the 
most popular of young fash­
ions^ one that is especially at
home in the suburbs and coun­
try, is the car coat. Here it is 
handsomely i n t e r p r e t e d  in 
, bright red cabretta with a 
shawl collar of raccoon. The 
collar is , detachable—a mighty 
practical idea.
D E A R .  MARY HA' 
Burr-rathcf! The stu idit   
some people's kids! At thq mom­
ent I refer to Mr.- U. P ;, your 
lecent corespondent who ‘snide* 
ly objects to his wife’s'attending 
AA meetings, even though they’ve 
kept her dry for 14 months. (He 
: ears * (or his social standing if 
the neighbors find out!)
How In the name of all that’s 
holy can a main resent or object 
to any godly fellowship that has 
whst-ltrtakes to, keep a,,person 
sober? This fellow says bis wife 
stayed, drunk most of the time 
until she discovered AA—and 
hasn’t fallen off the wagon since.
An alcohplic myself of six years’ 
experience, I’ve known all the 
despair axid remorse that she's 
been through. But I am sober now 
and, with God’s help, I  shall stay 
that way. I will follow the AA’s 
12 steps to recovery, and make 
the meetings—that do so much 
in promoting sobriety,, .
WHAT'S THE ANSWER 
TO THIS QUESTION?
Which is best, Mr. U. P.: A 
sober member of AA? Or a drunk­
en member of society, in a heed­
less world that is powerless to 
help the alcoholic control .him­
self? One drink and the compul­
sion is triggered off, that calls 
for more and more: drink; and 
then it seems useless to try  to 
stop. I am thoroughly convinced 
that AA is the only solution.
All she needs is more will 
power,”  says Mr. U. P, Will pow­
er my eye! Ah alcoholic has more 
will power than almost any per 
son living. Just let him run out 
of something to drink and you’ll 
see how much will power he has! 
He will find something to drink 
you can bet your all on that.
Disease it definitely is; and 
has been so proclaimed by medi­
cal personnel and welfare work­
ers the world over...............
Believe me, M r.U. P„ it would 
be wonderful if you would visit 
and study the AA program, and 
understand it, and give it sup­
port in helping your wife. It would 
make you acquainted with God’i
Centre, Wednesday, February 28.1 Mrs. F. E. Hyland have returned 
The highlight of tne program from a  short holiday in  Vancou* 
will be a-panel discussion on hy-jver.
potheicat case histories. Taking! -■ ___ ____ __ . __
MR. AND MRS. A. C. LANDER 
are spending a few days in
lift you out of fear of ’’what peo­
ple may think”—when what they 
think can’t  help you one bit.
MAN’S TEMPERAMENT 
IDS WIPE’S CROSS?
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: Mr. [part wUl be * member of the 
U. P .’s ’bristling letter, about his I medical panel. Miss Isabel Fran-, 
wife‘s clainvtoat she peeda to cjff Wenatchee, Wash
^  and pr a ir ie
became an K w l i c  to S t o f S t  P>tWWI:therapist, with iwacticai POINTS . . .  Mr. and Mr*. Mar-
*° alconoiJC m mo ttrn  demonstrations by both physio ius Kuipcrs. Okanagan Mission.
. . .  ■ .. , ■ land O.T. . ■ (have returned from a  three week
■ So far as his reputation ivcon-l * jg j,, g . n . Winter was appoint, holiday spent in Lethbridge, Al­
ee rn ^ .o n e th fo g  ed to arrange the program/ a t! ta .,]^ ltln g  their son and daugh-
toe reSxdar monthly meeting oil ter-ln-law, and daughter and son- 
tying a coW indifferent ^hypoorite. C.A.R.§., and W. O, Clark, act- totaw in Vancouver* On'their re- 
.low can he imagine that he has]in» chairman in the absence«.ol|tunt trio from Lcthbridae they 
escaped the reputation oM *tog | * R. Bull, declared t t S t t t l $ K t  t o m ^ S n e  
married to an alcoholic? This is 1 mined to he one of the roost inter- w ««k 
exactly the sort of thing people jesting to date. *
gossip about. . . .  . | M rs.T . F.M cW illlatns.repor^
FASHIONABLE FOOTSTEPS
By TRACY ADRIAN
Perfect footnotes to a pretty 
resort dress, these shoes fore­
cast what will be worn with 
summer dresses at home later. 
‘ The omber effect of these 
linen pumps, shaded from'red 
to palest pink, is achieved by
making the toe with pink, then 
following it with- a series of 
tucks that get progressively 
darker, ending in a red heel. A 
tailored bow is an added at­
traction, The shoe also comes 
in moss to water green or 
roykl to sky blue.
Lack O f Reading Practice 




ABOUT four year* ago. a cer­
tain father wrote me [about his 
son, a freshman In high school, 
He said the boy was lagging in 
history, sclcnco am) literature, 
although he studied very hard,
, I replied' that it was highly 
probable that hjs son was a poor 
reader and that this would moko 
all his other subjects difficult foi 
him, *
The father answered that I had 
guessed right When ho read a- 
laud, the hoy stumbled over many 
Words and found all his textbooks 
very difficult to read, v  
“ I had never realized that his 
lack of skill In reading would 
hamper all the other work,” ho 
wrote. ” 1 shall' take measures to 
find special help for him." 
WORRIED PARENTS 
During the Inst few years, 
many parents have been exwe«^« 
Ihg concern that a child, retarded 
In reading, will bo handicapped 
In all his school subjects. For ex* 
ample, here aro two letters I re­
ceived nscehtly. '
One mother writesi 
"Our son Is In the fifth grade. 
Ills reading Is not much better 
than it was when ho was in the 
first grade, Bocnuio of hla poor 
reading, everything else lias be­
come n problem.”
From another mother:
”My boy, 7* Is making ’B’ In
W ife Preservers
H ITH ER . A N D  Y O NO .A .R .S . Plans. ^
Panel Discussion
Mr. A. Cameron. Mr. F. G, Etd-[Povah. who have been reading in 
tram and Mr. S. -Flfuertdo wcrelBrandoo for the past year, and 
Dominating I who are now living in Vancouver, 
mend ‘ ’ " "* * ■’ ' '  "
s o
appointed to  the
committee for the annual gen ralI had a s their 'guest during the 
meeting of the Kelowna Dranch I holidays. Miss; Florence Laidlcr 
ot the Canadian Arthritis and(ot Kelowna.
TRIP TO COAST . . . Mr. and
Rheumatism' Society which will I 
be held e t the Kelowna Health |
Talented Youth To  G ive: Recital 
A t  High School Auditorium
Except in the minds of persons tag for the W.A., fold toe board p  _ _ J  J . .
as inhumane as he so vividly I that indoor sanitation for a rur& llllQQfi l  ITIZc m  I / J /
: could patient had now, born completed.' - ’
only gain respect by helping his j Sparked mainly by Mr- and Mrs.
wife reclaim sobriety.' May < 
protect her; but living with/U
shows himself to be, be l | t ee l t .
K *|B a r iq u fe t New- Date.p. was voluntary, and many matei^l . 1 w
her|ials either donated or supplied!i The date of the banquet pltn-
Sponsored Jointly by ^he Ke­
lowna Music Festival Association 
and toe Registered Music Teach­
ers, a  gifted youth will perform 
on the stage of the High School 
Auditorium January 16 at 9 p.m.
Terry Fullerton of New West­
minster, nineteen-year-old pianist, 
young artist for the 1958 Spring 
Tour, has been receiving recog­
nition for his talent these many 
years. His early studies in Van­
couver were interrupted by sev­
eral years residence in New Jer­
sey where he studied withxAnca 
Seldlova of New York under a two 
year scholarship.
At ,the age of thirteen he ap­
peared as guest soloist with the 
Jersey Cjty Philharmonic, play- 
ng a Mozart Concerto and in four 
consecutive years he Won the Sus­
sex ■ County Music Foundation 
Scholarships. - 
Not only confined to planlstlc 
attainments, he is proficient as 
an/organist, -acting in that capa­
city in the Baleville Congregation- 
ollst ..Church at the age of four­
teen, and Since returning to Can­





at cost for the crippled old-age) ned b;
nsioners. Donations from the I national __
Boyce Chapter, Miss Wealthy- G;
>an i 
the Soroptlmist Ihter-
of Kelpwna honoring 
_  . l .l l lthy Hgg, Kelowna’s 
Drivers and Dairy Good Citizen of 1957 has been
was far less deserving of a kick Employc®s,  Uni°? No- 464. Van- postponed. Originally planned for 
to the nfnte C o rd iX  E D .  f?uX.er’ Ma7  BuU an,d January-27, is was 'announced
M A N H ^ S T R U N G ^ ’ U' Hû hi s> \ nd an, ,c<*ual today that arrangements have
P,aid by the  recioients prodded been made to h o lf  toe affair on 
BY IGNORANCE [the majority of the cash outlay I Monday, February 3,« at 6:90
DEARE. D.: I  confess my first with the Auxiliary to C.A.R.S. p.m. in the Aberdeen Room of 
impulse wasjto read the riot actjsugglytag the balance. Mrs. Mc-|the Royal Anne , Hotel. Tickets
MON., JAN. 13. 1958
to Mr. U. P., as concerns his Williams reported also on the may be. obtained a t the 
stupidly upstage attitude towards Christmas party, hampers and desk, 
his wife’s discovery of AA and parcels which weredisttibuted, 
all that it can do for her. and told the Board that the W.A. |
But on second thought I asked M l  Raffle was very successful 
myself; What’s the use of be- Mre. R. S te ^ r t ,  J r., w£n toe doll
laboring a man for his ignorance? toIf he knew better,-, doubtless h e j t b ^ a r ^  of Dimes fo r auction.^ I
hr£flnerk S ^ e  taemen rep^ t’ toe ? o l i ( ^him a briefing cut down the number of working
dous e m e n t spiritual ^  days in December. A total of 230 
which Ws wtte has atoed herself, treatmenta were given, 143 of 
and how it works. 1 hope I putUjjese to arthritic patients and 83| 
toe picture across. M. Hs ‘ \ to non-artoritic. There were 33
Mary Haworth counsels through I arthritic and 15-non-arthrltic pa- 
her column, not by mail or per- tients on treatment during toe 
jsonal interview. Write her in care month. The Bluebird car travelled | 
of The Kelowna Daily Courier, |514 miles. I
Miss Francis said that the arts | 
land crafts group thoroughly en­
joyed the Christmas party ar­
ranged by Mrs, O. Jennens. Films | 
m ere shown by the Kelowna Coun-I 
Icil, Beta Sigma Phi provided a I 
Christmas cake, and other re-1 
freshments were supplied by Mrs. I 
J. H. Moir, Mrs. Jennens and|
Mrs. R. Cruickshank.
The next regular meeting of I 
Ic.A.R.S. will be held Wednesday,!
February 12th, 7:30 p.m. at thel 
[Health Centre, when plans for] 
the Annual General meeting will|
| be finalized.
hotel
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W hite Ceilings Give The M ost Light 
Especially If Room Dark Shade
GLENMORE
reading. But it seems to me ha 
will never be an ‘A* student in 
anything until he is an ‘A’ stu­
dent in reading.”
In the same,mail, I received a 
letter, from a mother in Penn­
sylvania:
’’One of our sons is in the fourth 
grade whore his reading ability is 
going to determine whethor he 
will pass o r  fo il”
IIUR OF LEARNING 
Evidently these parents are 
realizing the importance of read­
ing as toe hub of school learning 
and success. I only wish this in­
terest would spread rapidly and 
that more parents would, in co­
operation with the school, seek 
and find ways at home to help 
tholl children to  improve in read­
ing and to find pleasure In it, too.
, Whether or not n child, now in 
the fourth or fifth grade, will be 
able to go to college later on will 
depend largely on how well and 
how much h« roads now.
• By ELEANOR ROSS
Tbis^eolor-of a ddling has be­
come a matter of Importance
when doing a room. ~~~~------
There was a time when ceil­
ings were painted white as a 
matter of course. Then some 
pioneers tried painting -them 
just a shade lighter than the 
walls. But now all this has 
changed.
TOO MUCH SUN
In overbright rooms, where 
there is too much sunshine, dec­
orators advise painting ceilings 
to absorb color and so protect 
the eyes. Conversely, if the mom 
is too dark — if windows are 
small and shadowed by adjoin­
ing windows or heavy foliage — 
you ’U do well to consider the 
amount of light reflected by a 
color before deciding on the 
ceiling’s hue.
White, of course, tops the list. 
It reflects at least 80% of the 
light that foils on it. \
Light ivory has a 70% rating, 
while apricot-beige and lemon 
yellow have lower ratings. Light 
buff reflects about 55% while 
peach, salmon and light peafl 
are still farther down thegray 
scale.
APPLE GREEN
Pale apple green scores around 
50% ana medium gray has 5% 
legs. Both.light green and pale 
blue have a rating around 40% 
and deep rose, with 15%, is next 
to dark green which has less 
than a 10% rating.
To make sure that light is re­
flected evenly, so that there are 
no highlights, it’s wise to use 
flat paints on the ceilings of al 
rooms except too kitchen and 
bathroom. In these rooms, how­
ever, where‘wall*, woodwork and
IbM  tfcfefolwm t*  Lent oral tuns 
fe tm eb sta fee iln d ta iev H tlM lto e
l i y i l e t a f t a  to «  tm*  ct»tH«u>ln
tw* h  th* mkMl*, 
•ff* Ik* *k**l Lena*4*ellw> i 
WnfeM,
GLENMORE—Mr. Dick Cundy 
left for Vancouver on Friday, 
where he is undergoing medical
ceilings are more frequently Itreatment
or semigloss to all .suraces.^lifed Church will hold ife January 
SOUND ABSORBERS meeting on Wednesday, January
There is still another way in 15, at the home of Mrs. Nina An- 
which ceilings can servie you|derson at 8 p.m. 
these days. As sound absorbers!
* £ ? .S S T Jij haUJu *«
sometimes brings the problem
of excess noise — from TV, from J f nHary ^  home of Mrs 
toe clatter of dishes, or merely P -  Crane at 8:30 p.o.
On making inquiries about the 
I S  t w * w  natural 8as situation in Glen-
M  covartaas Dew more, it has been reported by toe
floor coverings. . . .  Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd. that
theT0 «r« approximately thirty 
«ve hojpes and business premises 
sounds However, many modern L }̂jjg district using natural-gas 
rooms do not contain sufficient | ‘ «  «
sound - absorbing materials, so 
sound - absorbing ceilings a r e f c *  * ^ S altfanTd
sometimes used to ' solve to e K ay wiu
problem. 1 * • ' I**)01® installations will be made
These treated ceilings should naxt y w r* 
be painted very carefully so Mr. Ken Wilson, Bankhead,, has 
that the found-trapping cells been a patient in the Kelowna 
are not bridged or closed and General Hospital and is now at 
the acoustic properties im* home recuperating, 
paired. Painting the sound-ab­
sorbing tile can bo done success- Mr. Cam Lipsett and Mr. Bill 
fully with a brush, a spray gun Robson motored to Princeton on 
or a roller. If . any of the cells Saturday with Mr. Stan Burtch 
become point-clogged, dig the and Mr. Moe Mawdsley of Kel- 
paint out with a pin. Flat paint, owne to take part in a weekend 
somewhat thinned, should be bonspiel in that city, 
used. | ’
Mr. and Mrs- Ken Taylor are 
SON FOR EVANGELIST I motoring to Vancouver to attend
ASHEVULLE. N.C. (AP) -  A {J® 
seven-pound son was'born hereHnO * * d n c *y <J0ld̂ n* 
Sunday to Rev. and Mrs. Billy 
Graham. Both mother and child . „ „  
were reported doing well. The|E® ^Q '”  V*K.
In the B.C, Festivals he has 
been a winner.ot .the Concerto, \  
Beethoven and Bach open classes, .. -j 
and in 1955 won the William Kap-. 
ell Scholarship after taking five 
firsts.. For the Bach class ln l957% ' 
he received the unusually high ’ 
mark ot 91. performing; the G,* 
minor Prelude and Fugue,
Together with Jan Rai'cning, he 
was chosen by the Vancouver 
Women's Music Club during.1956. 
as their guest artist. .—BETHEL' 
STEELE..
' m e r r y  M IN A G E R 1E ~
vai&ar
twfc:
“Of fourte, mine Is not id  
ABSOLUTE monarchy!”
U B.C. ALUMNI
i  , ' • .
. . Dean McPhcc will be the speaker at the
K E L O W N A  S E N IO R  
H IG H  S C H O O L
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
A l l  A r e  W e lc o m e
N E W L IN E S
By VERA WINSTON
, . !D»^' .WQ0L4 dress, Jight în 
weight, weave and color, con­
tinues to please both town and 
country dwellers. In the shops 
now are wools subscribing to 
new lines, such as the dress 
The Bankhead dircle of th i Un* shown, here. It is of petit-
I point wool in a delicate green­
ish gray, a  one-piecer with a'
two-piece look. The back of 
the dress is straight and loose 
like a chemise. The bodice 
underneath the “jacket” front 
is of taffeta—the j a c k e t 'e f ­
fect starting at the side seams. 
Deep curved slit pockets are 
worked into the peg-top drape, 
of the skirt. The simple collar; 
stands slightly away from the 
neck to allow for a scarf qr 
Jewelry flli-ln.
SUEZ MEETING 
PARIS (Reuters) — The Suez 
Canql Co. Sunday called share­
holders to an extraordinary meet­
ing Feb. 5 to consider the board’s 
plans, for negotiations with thq 
Egyptian government on compen­
sation. The canal was national­
ized hy Egpt' in July, 1956.
CRASHES KILL 22 
TOLUCA, Mexico (AP)-Two 
bus accidents Sunday night killed 
22 persons In this Central State of 
Mexico. - Thirty-five others were 
Injured, some gravely. One bus 
with a car *and the other went 
.out of Control on a hill.
Welcome
B.C.F.G.A. Delegates
For a Home Cooked Meal 
A w a y From Home Drop In For 
Meals -  Snacks -  Pies #
SCHW AB'S C O FFEE S H O P
2939 Pendozi St. Phone 3583
r T r e a t...A R y T ln «Welcome Delegates and Visitors 
* to the 69th Annual
B .C .F .G .A . Convention
Chez-Louis
Dining Ropm
We will be closed r 
All Day SsturdayjJahuary 18
evangelist’s fifth child—and sec-1 Customary measurement of the 
ond boy—will be named Nelson United Kingdom from Land’s End 
Edman foy his maternal grand- to John O’Groats in Scotland, is 
father. ,i ____1803 miles in a straight line
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. . .  The fruit industry is dependent primarily upon three factors —  the growers,
. packing houses and labor. Working as a team, these threo factors have established 
n flourishing industry in tho heart, of British Columbia, and only through their 
continued co-operation and teamwork, can the industry continue to flourish, ,
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OSHL's President Rules 
Tough, But Oh So Gentle
By GEORGE INGUS
(Courier Sporto Editor)
One point has become increasingly evident in the Okanagan 
Senior Hockey League—they have a real president this year.
Proxy Bill Nicholson,' qukt-spoken Penticton business man 
who took over the chair last year for a one-year term of office, 
is the type of man to skipper such a storm-tossed ship as the 
league has been in times past. His decisions are furm, considered, 
and scrupulously fair. .
He permits the nfoxjmum of discussion, the minimunf 
amount of wrangling, and cuts, off wordy digressions with a firm 
but gentle hand. Under his guidance the league meetings,* which 
have been known to accomplish nothing in five hours of heated 
discussion, now sail smoothly through their business, and arrive 
at the natural conclusion with a minimum of fuss and feathers
Sunday was no exception to the rule. Thes league had met 
to discuss the play-off dates, league officials and. some of the 
ramifications of former years’ play-offs. The discussioij was* ac­
complished in just slightly over three jhours^and the flights of 
verbal fancy were cut down to a minimum. *
In two cases of the clubs being split down the middle on 
their opinion, president Nicholson threw in his tie:breaking vote 
in a manner that was highly commendable, and left little doubt 
in anyone’s mind that he had giveyfra considered opinion, based 
on a reasonable survey of the facts. l t  was like a breath of fresh 
air. r . '
The only distressing part of the picture is the-fact that, 
unless the constitution is amended, this valuable man to Okana-» 
gan hockey will be lost to the league this spring.
At a time like this, when the shoals' are plentiful ahd dan­
gerous for the game in this league, a man like Nicholson is worth 
changing the constitution for. He Is worth any amount of per­
suasion.
This league could do no better than to second-term him.
ABOUT THOSE REFS
On the subject of referees, Cliff Greyell of Penticton, the 
referee-in-chief, said he felt the officials were coming around and 
were going to be satisfactory in the future. We may be persuaded 
i t  said he had instructed them to hew close to ,the line as 
drawn up in the good book, and felt they were going;to do same. 
The season to date, they have done far from that
The only dissenting voices to the efficiency of calling them 
the book” were two Vernon men, manager-coach 
George Agar of the Canadians, and past president Claude Smail.
Agar's stand was understandable, since the Canucks are a 
rough hockey club, whose knowledge of the book comes mostly 
from impromptu lessons given in combat. He maintained that 
the fans were most unhappy with' the way Bill Neilson handled 
the hockey game on Saturday night in Vernon.
Smail, who was both ref-in-chief and president last year,
.. ■ ■ ■ ■ L
Down
H O C K EY  SCORES
EA R N S  H AT-TR IC K
Moe Young, stocky left-wing­
er on the league-heading Kelow­
na Packets, was 75% of the 
club’s scoring power on Friday 
night, as they beat the, Pentic­
ton Vees 4-2. Saturday night
they were ’ beaten , 3-1 by the 
Kamloops Chiefs. Above, Moe 
gets right close to the cage, 
something that very few play­
ers do with impunity when net- 
minder Jim Shirley is on the 
job. (Courier Staff Photo)
Club Catch Fire
By MARTY GOODMAN 
Canadian Press Stiff Writer
- . When Sid Abel played for De-
maintained that ‘‘if you stick by the book, there is no such thing troit Red Wings, he was used to 
as legal body-checking.” This arrant nonsense was given the a team with a winning habit, 
treatment it deserved. ■
A more pertinent question, voiced by the Packers’ p re s id en tl^ n  sfraightNational Hockey 
Bob McKinstry, was “why was there no suspension issued in the League championships. That year 
case of McLeod's match misconduct in Vernon?” Nicholson’s they ended 22 ^points ahead of 
answer was that there had been no report made by ref Neilson, Montreal Canadiens and swept to 
and that when he. questioned him on the subject, Neilson said Ljght^ames. UP m * mi Um 
there had been no attempt to intimidate or threaten in. his when Abel returned to the 
opinion.' 1 Wings last week, as their coach,
This gave Nicholson no alternative but tq, rule against any they we™ in fifth plac? 
suspension, but Neilson’s statement in view of the fact that Mc-l^aying0tag wit^CMcago Black 
Leod raised his stick back over his shoulder in. a two-handed Hawks for last place, 
chopping movement that left no doubt as to his intent, was slight-1 For the 39-year-old■native of 
ly 'ridiculous. Agar’s silence on the discussion was significant, Melville, Sask., me NHL s most 
he being a lad that knows when to leave well enough alone. L{on had ^  change—or else.
Nicholson capped the discussion by saying that “under no it did. 
circumstances would he instruct a referee to call them any other' WIN FOUR st r a ig h t  ;■
T i ’“ ■ A * •  booli" T * . 1* * * * ? *  j i f  of•the Sktoclubs, and the matter was laid over for further observation. ner, Jan. 5, Detroit has played
Time will tell how well it will work out. f o u r  g a m e s — and won them all.
T A C T 1 'TTTUTTT W DTTMD The streak, highlighted by two
■LA& l l lM C f  JxU U d IL) victories this weekend, cata-
Play-off dates were set—to start just over a month from puited Wings into second place 
now, and the details attendant to the series were set.. The onlyl Detroit -w]lipPfd Chicago 4-1 
thing they didn’t decide qn was how the teams would finish. T h i s o v e r * N ^ ^ r i T i t a n g S  
will be decided on the ice. Sunday. In other games Satur-
Judging by last week’s games, anything can happen in this day. Montreal trounced New 
last sprint for the wire, The Packers will have to keep humping]^ k  9- 3 and p ro n to  Maple 
from here on in, a$ the Warwick-coached (still unofficial) Chi ef s»a s an os on ru s 
seem to have taken a hold on themselves and are going to be 
“up” for most of their games.
- The Canucks are going to keep on hammering at the door 
of second spot, by all appearances, and should the Chiefs falter, 
they , will be in like a^bird-dog.
The Penticton Vce^ don’t-seem to have too much chance 
of supplying much else other win  spoiler value, but they still 
have plenty of that. . /
The race will be fast and furious fortjie next 30 days.
WE AGREE
Sunday’s other games saw Chi­
cago whip Montreal 7-1 and To­
ronto defeat Boston 5-3/
Wings, ahead of the third-place 
Rangers by one point, trail Cana­
diens by 18 points.
Casper Clicked 
For Top Loot, 
lit Crosby' Meet
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) 
Big Bill Casper, a 26-year-old ex­
sailor, banked a fat $5,500 today
as his winning share of the Bing
HockeyJan Jim Hayes writes'ft! ty say /h esi^  3?“ JJ?JlS?aflacnt. W
displeased with the misconduct penalties being earned with in-1 fni^iori C the
creasing frequency by the players in the OSHL lately. We couldn’t f j s  AngelesOpen, Casper’s cash 
agree more. ✓  ' ’ 7 register has clinked at an aver-
The fine system suggested by Mr. Hayes is already in effect, I a«cR of about 5592 Per day for
Tlie 215-pound Californian cap-
a $10-25 basis, and in all cases it is the player himself who has tured the $4,ooo top prize Sunday 
to cough iip, as far as anyone knows. in Crosby’s 72-hole $50,000 event
President Nicholson has instructed the clubs to give the ^ lth on ll-under-par score of 277
M He collected another stfsoo as 
certainly no port of hockey, and both he and refCrec-m-chief he and his amateur partner, for- 
Cliff Greyell feel the situation will be improved. . mer Stanford football star Bob
Although it’s a bit overdue, Mr. Hayes, w6 will have to take 1 ™tC°™ J 1™™
n look at it someinorc, and hope that they arc right. K r o k e o f f  the S o o ^ w l i g
|paco of pro jay  Hebert and for­
mer California umUtcur champ 
Roger Kelly.
BALDING GETS $650 
Canada’s lone * player In the 
final round, Toronto’s A1 Balding 
ended With a four-day total ,ol 
291, 14 strokes off Casper’s pace 
_  „ , .Balding was tied with four oth-
The finals will , start Thurs., crs for 15th place and picked up 
Mar, 0, Or earlier i t  possible, and $650, \  ,
run Thurs.-Sat.-Mon.-Wed.-Sat,-| , The two other Canadians cn- 
Mon.Tucs., finishing on Mar. 18, icrcd j "  tournament. Start 
■to. «nriur  ’ILeonard of Lachute, Quo., and
* *ho Bob Wylie of Calgary, were d im  
Kootenays contender being do- hnated niter Friday’s round, 
elded toy Mar. I t  would mean the
OSHL would havo to finish by I n A M fllM P 1 DEC IIIT C  
tho 15th, to have a rest before - B O W L IN G  R E S U L T j 
meeting them, in the homo of the I , Four teams have made the rol 
Okanogan .winner. offs in the city’s JMlxcd Coni-
rcfin-m erclnl Bowling League on the 
™ftf G*re£cU Fentjeton basis of th e . first* fllghMllaw 
^  that„r,!j*  h^ 0 |Outa, Lucky Lagers, Sid’s Oro<s 
been Instructed to coll by th cc ry  and Juromo Orchards. 
booh , o nd brook no haranguing iicrc nTO the uesultn o f ‘last|{)f I f l H i n n  Iv v im  fh ik lim
O S H L Play-Offs Scheduled 
T o  Start M onday, Feb. 1 7
The OSHL play-offs will begin 
on Monday, Feb, 17. officials of 
' the lcaguft decided a t  tho Allison 
1 jftotol onSundaV
Both semi-finals and finals will 
be fouooNieven series, with the 
seventh' and eighth gam es,' if 
necessary to. bo split gates,, In 
the event of an eighth game,- it 
.Will be played in the rink, of the 
top place club, and will be played 
with one overtime, period -and 
sudden-death after that, should it 
also wind up a tie. > 
Kamloops add Kelowna were 
)n favor' of the .top place club 
, letting  , the eighth,-game, with 
Penticton and Vernon opposed,
' * and president IU11 Nicholson 
i throw Our declqiag vote, 
i The .games , in' the semi-final 
aeries w i l l . b e , played concur* 
ently. it was agreed after presi* 
ent Nicholson had to breahw 
biit'SVhs ' WtU>? VOW#
gyred far.the
semis.
.’S w t f l t t b ’
II be
arch
1, with the seventh end eighth on 
Mon. - and Tut*#., ,Mar..,’jg-h >if 
il nero^ary. ‘
or threatening tncUca from the [Tln7r*fidnrnlRhtV3 'nfay: ' \
Ladles High Single, Eileen Gas-
President Nicholson ddded his LaKiono, 260. •
arning to club executives to In-1 ■ Men's High ,-"Bl 




By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
SATURDAY 
’ WUL ‘
New Westminster-4, Victoria 3 
Seattle 1, Calgary 1 
Winnipeg 4, Saskatoon-St. Paul 5 
NHL '
Chicago 1, Detroit 4 
3oston 2, Toronto 2 -
‘lew York 3, Montreal 9 
AHL
Buffalo 0, Cleveland 12 
Rochester 5, Hershey 2 
Providence 2, Springfield 2 
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL 
Nelson. 2, Spokane 5 
Rossland 1, Trail 4
OKANAGAN SENIOR 
Penticton 5, Vernon 7 
Kamloops 3, Kelowna 1
OHA EASTERN SENIOR 
Whitby 4, Pembroke 6 ,
Cornwall 0, Belleville 1
OHA-NOHA SENIOR 
Whitby 4, Pembroke 6 
Cornwall 0, Belleville 1 , 
OHA-NOHA SENIOR 
Sudbury 1, North Bay 5 
Chatham 3, Sault 3 ,
Windsor 2, Kitchener-Waterloo 8 
INTERNATIONAL . 
Indianapolis 5,: Cincinnati 4 
Louisville 2,' Toledo 4 , -
Troy 3, Fort Wayne 6
OHA JUNIOR A 
Hamilton 2, St. Catharines 6 
Tor. St. Mich. 1, Guelph 3 _ 
SUNDAY i
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE. 
Cincinnati 3, Troy 3
QUEBEC LEAUGUE 
Quebec 4, Montreal 3 
hawinigan FOBS 4, Chipoutimi,6 
, OHA-NOHA SENIOR, 
Kitchdner-Waterloo 4, Windsor 1 
ONTARIO EASTERN 
Whitby Dunlops 6, Ottawa-Hull 6 
Belleville 8, Cornwall 4
EASTERN LEAGUE 
Johnstown 2, New Haven 3 
WESTERN LEAGUE 
Winnipeg 6, Saskatoon-St. Paul 
STANDINGS 
OKANAGAN SENIOR
W L T F  -APts 
Kelowna , 23 14 2 180 138 48
Kamloops 22 16 1 181 180 45
Vernon 18 20 1 161 185 37
Penticton 12 25 2 161 190 26
COAST DIVISION (WHL) 
Vancouver 24 10 1 128 78 49
New West’r  22 18 ,0 124 128 44
Seattle 18-18 3 125 126 39 
Victoria ’ 9 29 1 111 154 19
PRAIRIE DIVISION (WHL) 
Winnipeg . V 25 
Edmonton 20 ' 14: 2 13.4 101 42 
Sask-St. Paul 15 21
The Kamloops Chiefs took an­
other- - reef in the point-gap be­
tween /themselves and the top- 
place Kelowna Packer^ on Satur­
day night, in a slow and spotty 
3-1 win. -
The Packers were guilty of ^wo 
back-checking lapses, each one 
costing them a goal, In spite ot 
brilliant net-minding by goalie 
Dave GathcrurA. •
Although officially playing uib
INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
MON., JAN. 13, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
Calgary
B y jm E  CANADIAN P*ESS |Monlrea, 
Victoria Cougars have fired Detroit 
Colin KilbUrn as general man-New York 
ager and turned to the club’s I Toronto 
front office for a replacement to Boston 
lead them out of the doldrums. Chicago 
Directors of the club, 20 points 
behind next-to-last place Seattle 
Americans in die coast division 
of the Western' Hockey League, 
asked for Kilburn’s resignation 
at a special meeting, president 
. N. Reid announced Sunday.
Kilburn’s playing contract is 
not affected. His place at the 
helin will be taken by club treas­
urer Ken McKenzie.
Removal of Kilburn followed 
Victoria’s 4-3 loss to New West­
minster Royals Saturday night at 
home. It was the Cougars’ 29th 
defeat — their sixth straight 
against nine victories and a tie.
Ouster of Kilburn as general 
manager left him with only one 
of the three jobs he had a t'the  
start of the year, that of, player.
P a t Egan took over as coach 
from him a few weeks after the 
schedule opened.
TRADES MAY HAVE HURT 
Reid gave no reason for Kil- 
jurn’s removal but, some reports 
linked it to his pre-season trades 
of key personnel—Bill -Davidson 
and Don Chipuka to Seattle; 
goalie Marcel Pelletier to Van­
couver. ,
A defensive lapse led to the 
Cougar?' defeat Saturday night.
Nels Bulloch, racing in to help 
goalie Emile Francis clear the 




■0 97 145 30 
3 102 121 29
5 157 90 59
7 94 118 41
8 111 124 40
9 115 115 37 
9 109 111 37
6 80 108 34
O ILERS H U G G IN G  T O P  
S PO T IN  H O O P  LO O P
VERNON (CP)-Vernon Cana­
dians dropped Penticton V’s 7-5 
Saturday bight in an Okanagan 
Senior Hockey League game here, 
despite a brilliant four-goal per­
formance by V’s winger Walt 
Peacosh. The other visitors’ goal 
was scored-'by A1 Lloyd. .
Marksmen for the Canadians 
were Frank King and Sherm 
Blair, each with two, Merv Bid- 
oski, Jim Moro and George Agar.
Vernon took the lead through 
Kihg after a . McLeod slap shot 
was poked in frortt by Trentini at 
7:50. Jim Moro gave the home 
team a two goal period lead with 
20 foot shot from Agar. 
Penticton resumed the offen­
sive and Canadians’ goalie Hal 
Gordon left the ice with an eye 
injury in the opening seconds.
V’s knocked one off\the deficit 
when Peacosh let rip from close 
in after Clare Wakshinski had 
dumped one in front:
At the other end Vernon snatch- 
i  two counters in 11 seconds, 
gar rapping home from Moro 
and King, cleverly deking Wood 
for a'neat fourth, v 
Lloyd deflected a shot from 
Taggart past Gordon early in the 
final frame, but Canadians notch- 
15 .0  136 104 5(k| ed another two through Blair and 
Bidoski.
Peacosh was- right on Gordon 
to catch a rebound from Taggart’s 
shot, following up with another* 
scoring-shpt/after a three way 
play with Utendale and Taggart 
seconds later. . *
Blair sent Vernon further ahead 
with a rasping backhander, with 
assists going to line-mates Agar 
and Moro. ,
Peacosh garnered his final per­
iod hat-trick taking a pass from 
Wakshinski to find the net low 
down. ‘
Vernon outshot Penticton 35-31. 
First period—1, Vernon, King 
(Trentini, McLeod) 7:50; 2. Ver­
non, Moro (Agar, King) 19:13. 
Penalties: Diachuk 1:30, McLeod,
Utendale 4:03, ’Lowe, Wall 8:5^, 
Blair, Agar, Tarqla, -Utendale 
13:27, Wall 19:05.
Second period—3. Penticton, 
Peacosh (Wakshinski) 6:30; 4 
Vernon, Agar (Moro) 8:14; 5. Ver- 
nbn, King (McLeod) 8:25. Penal 
tjes: Lebodia, Utendale 6:14; Blair 
13:01, Stecyk 14:41, Lebodia 16:12, 
Wakshinski 17:41, Moro 19:02.
Third period — 6. Penticton, 
Lloyd (Taggart) 5:16: 7. Vernon, 
Blair (Agar) Moro) 5:57: 8: Ver­
non, Bidoski (King, 'Trentini) 
10:10; 9. Penticton, Peacbsh (Tag 
gart) 10:52; 10, Penticton, Pea­
cosh (Utendale, Taggart) 11:53; 
11. Vernon, Blair (Agar, Moro) 
14:12; 12. Penticton, ■ Peacosh
(Wakshinski) 16:37. Penalties: 
Lebodia 3:00, Wall 9:00, Utendale 
12:12 and 17:15.
W EEK EN D  FIGH TS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Bangkok—Pone Kingpetch, 117, 
Thailand,, defeated Dommy Ur- 
sua, 117%, Phillipines, 5. (Vote 
of officials awarded decision to 
Pohe after referee stopped fight 
in fifth round because of fan 
riot).
Hollywood, Calif.-Gil CadiUl, 
131, San Francisco, outpointed 
Jimmy Moser, 131, Los Angeles, 
10.
The B.A. Oilers continued 
theiV winning ways in the 
senior “B” valley basketball 
loop on Saturday night, beat­
ing the Penticton Truckers, 
and moving closer to the 
league championship.
The, interior’s d e f e n d i n g  
champs, the1 Oilers can cinch 
the valley crown this week by 
defeating Kamloops. ’
Coach Hank Tostenson is still 
satisfied he has the material 
to go all the , way to the pro-, 
yincial crown, this year, even 
though he has lost the services 
of Chuck Dean, a* top scoring 
forward.
Rookie Moundman 
Signs’ W ith  Bum s
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Los 
Angeles Dodgers Saturday signed 
Jimmy Harwell, 18 - year - old 
pitcher, for . a boaus estimated at 
about $50,000. Harwell,, freshman 
at Tulane University, will be as­
signed to Spokane, which re­
placed Los Angeles in the Pa­
cific Coast League when the Na­
tional League team moved to the 
West Coast.
der the coaching of Ken McKern 
zie. the Chiefs semed to be under ' 
the guidance of the "Utile Gen* 
eral," Grant Warwick, who woa 
a popularity poll taken in Kam* 
loops Friday night by press, radio 
aud TV to determine the fan’s 
choice of a successor for Bob 
Dawes. .> '»
PLAYING WELL • ’ *
The change was for the better, 
With the Chiefs shoeing up better 
than they have in several starts, 
back-checking well and permit* 
ting their defence to play well up 
and stqge interceptions on tha 
Packer? offensives.
The Packers opened the scoring 
at 8:08, when Joe Kaiser went In 
after the puck Jim Middleton had 
thrown into the Kamloops end, 
dug around with Bill Warwick, 
and the puck slid out to Brian 
Roche, who rapped it past Jim 
Shirley. The Chiefs protested that 
the goal was off-side, but ref 
Hamilton ignored them. ‘ (
There were just a few second 
left in the frame When Johnny 
Milliard came in as a trailer, 
picked up the rebound from a 
save on Evans’ shot, and rapped 
it Tiomc to tie the score.
At 9:34 in the second frame, 
Bill Hryciuk made a similar goal, 
when he was left unattended to 
breeze in on the right side, snip­
ing In the loose puck from Evans’ 
rebound, \
Defence man George Huhchuk 
intercepted the puck just inside 
the red line at the 18:48 mark, 
moved in and blasted a high shot 
that ticked Gatherum’s glove on 
the way in, and ended the Pack­
ers’ hopes for tying the score, 
THREE MISCONDUCTS 
Referee Gordon Hamilton issued 
three misconducts in the league’s 
new “get tough’’ policy, one to 
Mike Durban for disputing a pen­
alty, one to Dick Warwick for 
disputing a penalty to Grant War­
wick, and one to Jim Shirley. Dick 
Warwick’s’ ten minutes was ex­
tended to a game misconduct a 
minute later for being too ob­
streperous while in the sinbin.
The Packers were unable to 
score in the final, scoreless 
frame, although they had the man 
advantage three times.
First, period—1 /Kelowna, Roche 
(Kaiser, Middleton) 8:08; 2. Kam­
loops, Milliard (G. Warwick, Ev­
ans) 19:41. Penalties: Middjeton, 
Kernaghan 2:14, B. Warwick 9:03, 
Kernaghan 10:50; B.’ W&rwlck, 
Kaiser, Middleton 11:05. Evans 
16:06.
Second period—3. Eami°°Ps» 
Hryciuk (Milliards Evans). 9:24; 
4. Kamloops, Hunchul£ 18:48. Pen- 
aides: -Swarbirkk-'2j29, Sasaka* 
moose 10:34, Durbap (minor>and 
10-minute misconduct) 11:03, Mil­
liard 17: ij7. —
Third period — scoring: none. 
Penalties: McCallum 1:08, Ker­
naghan 4:03, G. Warwick 9:23, 
D. Warwick (10-minutes miscon­
duct) 9:23, D. Warwick (gamo 
misconduct) 10:38, Hunchuk 11:59, 
Shiriey (10-miriute misconduct)
U .S . Grid Rules 
hanged. First; 
Time In 40 Years
FORT
O V ER W H ELM IN G  V O T E
Negro Woman Named Outstanding 
U .S . Female Athlete For 1957
LAUDERDALE, Fla 
I  third period, I (AP) — College football .coaches 
tipped it into the net to tie the in the United States have a new 
score. 3-3. Art Jones scored the strategy problem to cope-with: 
winner f o r  New Westminster Is It better to try for a one-point 
with less than two minutes to conversion after a touchdown, or 
play. gamble for a two-pointer.
Other Royals scorers were That option;—one point if kicked 
Gord Fashoway and Max;- M e-—two points if by a run or a 
Nab. For Victoria the marksmen pass—'was written into college 
were Egan, Doug Kilburn and football law Sunday, along with 
Colin Kilburn. a more liberal substitution rule
The Royals’ triumph moved and several smaller changes, 
hem to within, five) points of the The now scoring rule, first 
ending Vancouver Canucks,1 wholchango In U.S. footballs point 
were idle, and five points ahead system in more than four dcc- 
of third - place Seattle, which adcs, was adopted by the foot- 
played to o l-l overtime , tic wltmbnll rules committee of tho ton- 




S S  JTl m m i , udy by *
ntlon.
The scoring change—designed 
to reduce the number of tics and 
boost fan appeal—came os a sur­
prise. 'Proposed by committee 
chairman H. O. (Fritz) Crlslcr, 
athletic director a t Michigan, the
(
NEW YORK) (AP)-Althca Gib­
son, the first Negro to play at 
Wimbledon, Saturday was se­
lected as {the oustanding United 
States female athlete of 1957 by 
an overwhelming vote in The As 
sociatcd press year-end poll.
Miss Gibson, Wimbledon and 
United States women’s tennis 
champion, will yecclve two troph­
ies: tho Fraternal Order pf the 
Eagles v  Frederick C. Miller 
trophy Won!liist y ea r by'Mrs. Pat 
Keller McCdrriilck, the Olympic 
diving champlin, and the Babe 
Dldtlkson Zabarias trophy, pro 
sented in memory of the all- 
around athlete who was selected, 
six times as the outstanding 
woman athlete In the AB poll.
The '30-y'ear-dld New Yorkeb 
who started out playing paddle 
tennis on sidewalks, received 420 
out of a possible 516̂  points in the 
ballotting. Nearest to her was 
Patty Borg, p a s s io n a l  gojfcr 
and 1955; woman’, ftthlctc of the 
year, w|th 95 points. Bowling 
champion. Marion Ladcwig came 
In third with 81.
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT
Shirley Fry. Althea boat Dar­
lene Hard, another American, in 
straight sets in the Wimble­
don final and cohequered Louise 
Brough- in the final a t Forest 
Hills.
Her other 1957 titles Included 
the U.S. cloy courts, Asian cham­
pionships, Pacific southwest and 
Pacific Coast.
It was a year of notable 
’firsts’’ tor the .Harlem girl who 
earlier had'becq) the first Negro 
to p)ay tennis bn the courts at 
Wimbledon ohd' Fdfest Hills. In 
1957 she realized her long-stand­
ing ambition to become the first 
of her race to win the national
1
There was no 'question abou
i/o r
warnlni
s tru c t t ir  l rs  u i i  " r e  
lo ry , actions'* would n o t W  conn* 
tenanccd  tar fu tu re . H e .exp ress 
d e term in a tio n  to  d e a n  n n  t: 
h assles  W id e ly *  sa id  b e  f d t  
troctari fro rti The gam e.
Hint,
i M N  re fe ree in g  would im i 
how, s in ce  th e  re fs  h a d  Ireva 
ing th em  a s  ho w an ted  them  




Kogo. 324) ' t 4*
, ladles’ High ’Triple, 
Oaroardone, 687.4 A 
Men’s High Triple, Jim  Whll* 
IlS 1 753. . '»■
.Team" High Single, Juromo 
Orchards, 1123. , . -
Team iligh Triple, Sid’s <3ro* 
ccrv '■WOtt’
‘•’MO’ Club, Morio Koga, 324; 
Bill Goodwin, 302,
between Thnlland’p Orient fly­
weight champion Pone Kingpetch 
and Philippines Dommy Ursua 
near the end of tho fifth, round,
Tho , referee and two judges 
gave tho decision to Pone after 
referee Won Hilanlcka stopped 
the fight.
Fighters, managers,, officials 
ond reporters went fleeing under 
chairs tor cover as the howling 
crowd, estimated nt 6,000, (in* 
leashed bottles and.chairs toward 
the ring
The Thals'hoistcd Pone on (heir 
shoulders. Ho sported a surface 
gash over his1 left eyebrow as a 
result of what appeared lo bo cl-'j 
bowing by Ursua in Uid thlttf 
round.
Ursua was warned several 
times tor low blows, elbowing and 
holding. The 'referee took *tlie 
third round away from him 'af­
ter he repeatedly . held Pone 
around thn neck with his -right 
arm and hit him ,with,his left.
Miss, QiftsobV supremacy in her 
own game. She won two of the 
world’s foremost tennis cham­
pionships, and lost her only sin 
glcs 'hnqtch of the year in the 
Inal o f, h third. That wds the 
championship in Janu- 
e she was beaten by
Australian <
nry, wher
H U N T E R S . . .
DON’T HANG UP YOUR GUN 
AND FORGET IT UNTIL 
NEXT SEASON ,
We feature a complete stock of 
reloading tools ond components, 
handj traps, clay pigeon* npd 
target shooting supplies. Keep 
- your shooting eye on
Maxson's Sport and Service Centre
Yotir hcadquaricrs for hunting and campipg supplies 
235 Bernard Ave. - Phone 4545
campionship. ’ ■
Only a few years before. 
Althea had been discouraged'and 
ready to chuck it all.”
S IE G S  
* S E R V IC E
• •/ I',-, ■
; .S e w ic e  is   ̂> 




e v e r y p r e c i o u s d r o p . . ,
O h c S e M d b m t t t e d l e m l i n y
D istilled , , b le n d e  d a n d  b o d ie d  In S c o tla n d
1 Available In 26V4 or,, and 1314 ox, batllas •
-------------y— ------------------ ^
This ndvcr(lscnicfit is not published or displayed by the Liquet 
Control Board or by the Government of Brliisli Columbia,
WEEK
SHOP EARLY and SAVE WITH THESE
\? n c r \
RED SPOT 
SPECIALS
Watch This Page For 
O U T S T A N D IN G  V A L U E S
Early In The Week Specials






FREE To Every Lady Customer
A beautiful 22 karat gold trim 
Bon Bon Dish
SALE
At Our First Anniversary
See our window for 
specials Tin 
China — Glass 
Cookware and m any other W onderful Bargains
PHIUSHAVE
Electric Razor
Reg. 27.95 l i t
Special .................
K E LO W N A
H O M E
F A I R
531 BERNARD Reg. 4.75













Is B etter for Your 
Eyes . . . !  American Op- 
tom itrists say “Halolight 
is a natu ral supplement 
to TV room flighting.” , 
Remember ^ou have 
only one pair of eyes to 
last your lifetime.
Priced A A A  A C  
From  _____L V V mVQ
T E LE V IS IO N  C EN TR E
A N D  A P P LIA N C ES  LT D .
Offices In Kamloops, Vernon, Kelowna 
441 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2049
SPECIALS
SIM S








*  Interference Free Reception i t  Sharp and Clear Picture 
★  Conatintly Steady Picture
IlcllRo Motors will erect your TV antenna ns per code 
requirement* — Coat of erection very reaaonablc.
Regular 14.95, less trade-in on your 




C lE A N -O U T  SPEC IAL!
5AVE $100
O N E  O N L Y  N A T IO N A L L Y  A D V ER TIS ED
*  2 1-IN C H  C O N SO LE
★  LIM ED  O A K  FINISH
LOANE'S
Hardware, Furniture and Appliances 
384 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2025
"4-*
/'( * ! & « / 1 *
$ 0  5 IT I < '4
U  r „ I
tl ‘\V j:"3 [..-X SPOT 
ALS
R,R. No. 3 PI10NE 6037
u" Ll»i ^  1




AT OUR PRE-INVENTORY SALE OF 
COATS •  BLOUSES •  HATS 





523 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3029









Toni Day —  Regent K nit 
Choice of Color
FU M ER TO N 'S
D EP A R T M EN T  STORE
Where Cash Beats Credit
f i l ' h l ' A  • K ’Z U .  ^  
C
V 1'






“How to  Carve Leather” *
Regular $5.00. Only   :.
Colorful Wooden Beads 
Regular 30c atrand. Now ...........
Handy Social Notea. Boxes of 20 
Regular $1.95, Now ________ -
SAVINGS IN  EVERY SECTION OF THE STORE
*•>••***«« • • » » » «
< H N I« « * n w * a * * * * t-* M * « » * « M
RED SPOT
B O O KS &  C RAFTS
1371 rCNDOZI ST. HIONE 3044
JA N U A R Y  ' 
S TA M PED E 
T R A D E IN  
W ATC H  S A LE
Ask to tee the special trade- 




THE DAILY COURIEB f t  







Tracks - Trucks - Trucks
These must go to make room for more trades 
on Volkswagens.
'48 CHEV % TON PICKUP — 4 speed transmission 
. . . a dandy buy for heavy w ork .........................
'48 MERCURY % TON PICKUP—4 speed 
transmision. A premium vehicle, very clean . . .
’46 FARGO 114 TON FLAT DECK-Good rubber, 
new engine. Special ............... ............ ..................
*M AUSTIN COUNTRYMAN
good value at a low price ......... .
•50 FORD THAMES PANEL
low cost running ............— ...... ....... ................
'47 WILLYfl C.J. 2A. JEEP — .
for rugged work get this o n e ................................
LAWRENCE' and WATER ST. 




19 5 .0 0





A N N U A L  C LEA R A N C E
CONTINUES
1 ■ , ■
Q u a lity Merchandise 
at
Bargan Prices
i . 1 j  .
Geo. A. Meikle Ltd.
RED SPOT 
SPECIALS
Sale! Prices Slashed I 
JA S P E A N D  M A R B LEIZED
6 F T . LIN O LEU M
S A V E
2 0 %  -  5 0 %
Save dollars an remnants and discontinued enamel surface 
floor coverings. 6 f t  width onfy.
SIMPSBNS-SEAHS
BERTRAM AT BERNARD PHONE 3805
RED SPOT 
SPECIALS
mO N E  O N L Y
FULLY AUTOMATIC
CLOTHES DRYER
Porcelain enameled drum easily accessible lint trap. Safety 
switch, stops drum and heat when door open, automatic 
door light — one year guarantee.
$ 2 2 9 * 5
Terms if Desired
BARR &  A N D ER S O N
594 Bernard
(INTERIOR LTD.)







V A L U E  P LU S  S T O R E S
RED SPOT
W e Trade Anything 
O n Anything N EW  or USED
:It pays to Buy or Trade IMtsefcoUl Goods at / /





" ’ ' ( ‘ 1 _ (• 1 > { ‘ . . ' ■' ■ , .










243 Bernard Are. rkm e  3495
■ 1 2 3




102 Radio Building ' Kelowna
RUTHERFORD, BAZETT 
& C 0 .
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS




511 LAWRENCE AVE. 
Phone 4434 Kehrwna, B.C
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
Business Personal Fo r Rent THE DAILY COURIER MON., JAN. 13, IMS 8
f u r n is h e d  o r  u n f u r n is h ­
e d  2 room suites. . private 
shower and toilet Weekly or 
monthly winter rates *42.50 
month. May to October inclusive 
*45 month. 7S4 Elliott Ave.
92-M-Thtf
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCAV­
ATING LTD. ‘ for ditches, pipe­
lines. septic tanks. Phone 6895.
M-TH-U
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day. week, month 
community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phene 4124
138
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept tor best buys! 513 
Bernard Ave M-TH-tl
PLANNING TO BUILD? YOUR 
plan professionally drawn to 
NHA or Building Inspectors re­
quirements. Phone 8981. 114
LOVELY AND QUIET TWO 
bedroom unfurnished duplex 
apartm ent Automatic oil heat 
After 5 p.m. telephone 6275.
114
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE 
Free Estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 131
COMFORTABLE BEDROOM IN 
private home, kitchen privileges 
optional. Phone 6893 or 6841.
118
Property For Sale
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2 
and 3 room cottages. Weekly and 
monthly. Reasonable rates. Phone 
3910. 119
N I C E  PIECE PROPERTY, 
home and means for substantial 
income, spacious grounds *30,- 
000—*8,500 down payment or 
outright. Owner’s accommoda­
tion, 8 2-room suites, each has 
luxury of private shower and 
toilet. Space for additional 3 or 
4-room suite. If not able to 
contact write for appointment. 
784 Elliott Ave. 92-M-Th-tf
D .'H . CLARK &  CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax Consultants




Accounting — 'Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1487 WATER ST. PHONE 3678
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
part basement, furnace, close to 
school and park. Phone 4688.
115
HOME WITH REVENUE, HALF 
acre lot. Suitable for retired 




RETREADED TIRES. OR YOUR 
own tires retreaded by factory 
approved methods and materials. 
New tire guarantee. Kelowna 
Motors Ltd. The Valley’s Most 
Complete Shop. M-Th-tf
Articles Wanted
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd, 250 Prior S t, Van­
couver, B.C Phone PAclfic 6357.
t M-TH-U
THE BERNARD LODGE — Bed­
rooms by day, week or month 
Also housekeeping rooms. Phone 
2215. 119
PORTABLE ELECTRIC Weld­
er and light plant; cables and 
helmet. Full price $1175. Also a 
6 and 12 volt fast charger. Full 
price *65. All as new. What of­
fers. Phone 2145,, llS
WARM FURNISHED SLEEPING 
room. Bernard Lodge, 911 Ber­
nard, phone 2215. U
CHESTERFIELD, BROWN, with 
floral slipcovers, good condition 
*50; heater floor board, * 24x24 
inches only *1.80. Phone 7458.
118
BEDROOM IN PRIVATE HOME 
$20 a month. Phone 2480. 121
Motels -  Hotels
WELCOME 
BCFGA DELEGATES
Kelowna Auto Courts and Motels 




PRIVATE BUYER WANTS TO 
purchase 3 bedroom bungalow. 
Occupancy Feb. 1. Has *2,500 
cash. Balance monthly payments.
118
Reply Box 3247-Courier.













. ■ It’s - —
: O K A N A G A N
STATIONERS LTD.
for your office furniture!
1447 Ellis S t  Phone 3202
SURVEYORS
ERNEST 0 . W OOD
LAND SURVEYOR









Completely furnished three room 
duplex units, all utilities, laundry 
facilities, 2 channel Television
138
PERM ANENT POSITION 
FOR KELOW NA M AN
Here’s one of the finest opportuni­
ties offered to a man over 45 who 
wishes to make a permanent con­
nection with a major company 
whose solid and steady growth 
now demands the services of an 
additional man for the Kelowna 
area.
This is not a. "here today, gone 
tomorrow” proposition. There “is 
no doubt about our future. Our 
business will probably double 
and redouble in the next decade.
The man we want is 45 to 65, neat, 
conscientious, owns a car and can 
take short trips to the surrounding 
area.
Earnings are Open, depending on 
ability, but we consider this, open­
ing to be worth
RED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished, 3-room 
individual cottages. Front and 
rear entrances. Private parking 
stalls. All utilities supplied. Low 
Weekly or monthly rates.
133
Articles For Sale
C O U G AR  M E A T , T H A T  IS
Hunter Finally Bags Meat 
For Annual Game Banquet
79 P.C. OF CROP BOLD
KENTV1LLE. N. S. (CP1- 
Arthur E. Calkin, general man­
ager of Scotian Gold Co « Opera­
tive Ltd. here, s a i d  Sunday 
about 70 per cent of Nova 
Scotia’s 1957 apple crop has been 
marketed. This leaves about 825,* 
000 bushels to be sold.
WANTED TO BUY TOULOUSE 
Geese and Ganders. Wm. H. 
Hewlett, R.R. No. 1, Westbank.
116
Swap O r Exchange
By ALBERT DENEGRIE 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
Gourmets at the annual game 
banquet will have their cougar 
meat again this year—through the 
efforts of bounty hunter Sam Lee.
Lee really had to work for his 
cougar this winter, what with the 
absence of heavy snow and cold 
weather allowing the deer to stay 
high up the mountains—and deer 
arc what cougars dearly love.
The man, who several years 
ago was deputized for the speci­
fic purpose of thinning out the 
cougar population and in a three- 
year period bagged 40 cats, a few 
days ago chalked up a double kill.
But that climax was preceded 
by weeks of hikings and scour- 
ings on mountain sides and tops. 
The male and female cougars Lee 
shot a few days ago bring his 
overall total to over 50 since he 
started on the cougar trail as 
hobby.
GAINING FAVOR
A noted sportsman and an cs 
teemed member of the Kelowna 
and District Rod and Gun Clubl 
Lee has placed the meat in a fro­
zen food locker.
Come February 22, when the 
popular game banquet of the rod 
and gun club will be held, the
WILL TRADE LATE MODEL 
car for Runabout Boat with 20 to 
25 horsepower motor, not over
years old. Week-ends phone cougar meat will be top choice 
8642. 1141 with a few and a must for most
of the diners.
There will also be the usualBoats And Engines
deer, moose, bear and other as­
sortments of meat served. But 
each year, cougar meat, which 
has a flavor and taste all of its 
own and looks like veal, is gain­
ing favor.
Another feature of the banquet 
will be an address by the guest 
speaker on the topic of “Fish and 
Power." It will be given by C. W 
Nash, Victoria, director of new 
load development with the B.C. 
Power Commission.
AVENGED DOG 
Lee, who is 48 now and has 
been in this district for some 30 
years, coming from Manitoba as 
a young man, has been bringing 
in the cougar meat for the game 
banquet for years.
He was in the headlines almost 
a year ago, when his dog, Spot, 
was avenged. Spot tangled with a 
cougar and becamd a fatality.
Naturally Lee didn't take to 
that at all. So, shortly afterwards, 
he brought in another dog, by the 
name of Rex, part airdale and 
part bloodhound, and between 
them they tracked down the dog­
killing cougar and took a life for 
a life.
Rex is Lee's constant compan­
ion now, and well-trained in big 
cat hunting, he knows exactly 
what to do. When Lee, after days 
of searching, finally, last week, 
came across cougar tracks, the 
hunt was on in earnest.
Rex eventually treed both the
16 FT. FIBRE GLASS BOAT - 
Complete with 30 horse electric I 
start motor, factory built trailer, 
and equipment. Can be seen at) 
801 Wilson Ave. or contact H. 
Hanson, Speedy Delivery, Ber-j 
nard Ave. 115
R O O M  A N D  B O AR D
f
Lost And Found
LOST — REGISTERED English 
Setter, black and white, tatoo 
marks in ears. Lost in vicinity of 
KLO Rd. and Benvoulin Rd. Dec. 





ments, tub baths, heat, lights, 
telephone. TV and laundry facili­




THE GUEST HOUSE 




BIRCH AVE. 544 — PRIVATE 
bedrooms, 3 homestyle meals 
daily, or lunches packed; parking 





S junced for the late William J.er, late of 568 Cawston Ave.. 
Kelowna. The service will be held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remem­
brance Tuesday, January 14, at 
3:00 p.m* Rev. W. S. Angle and 
Rev. F. Bungcr will officiate. The 
late Mr. Keller is survived by his 
loving wife Louise and1 one son 
Lloyd of Kamloops and six. bro­
thers all in the U.S.A.
This is a full-time job . . . it pays 
mighty well. It is stimulating and 
fillgd with big rewards for honest 
effort, including a profit-sharing 
retirement plan, generous bonus 
incentives, free life insurahee, 
hospitalization insurance and 
above all, liberal earning checks 
mailed weekly in advance.
If you think you are our man, 
please contact F. P. Swallow, 
President, P.O. Box 789, Fort 
Worth 1, Texas. 114
Card O f  Thanks
A : VERY SINCERE THANK 
YOU to nil of our friends who 
remembered us with their kind­
ness tand help following the loss 
of o»ir beloved sister, Mrs. Olivia 
Stlgrad. God bless you all, 




ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. | 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. tf I
Farm Produce
IF YOU WANT FRESH EGGS| 
Today’s Eggs Delivered Today
FRESH EGG HOUSE
895 WardlaW Avenue
Free delivery, every afternoon 
except Sunday 
. Phone 8720 or 4575
OCuSE MS CHAE3N3 
M UK£ 1WS, P D ~ l E L .  
BET I  INTER&FTEP YOU 
V O & iN S  CUT A  CflCSSWO© 
( V Z Z lE , BUT I  HAVE A  
P E A L YOU MiSHT BE 
• INTERESTED IN ... 
M AYB E N O T ...,
COUSIN ScWnoE A ' 
BWTCEL0P0»STEC5N 
THE 5HEU.L.THEY WONT 
KEEP F0K ME TO EAT 
THEJA All...AMD W.Y 
WIFE HATES 'EM.-SO I 
THOUGHT MAYBE 
YOUP LIKE TO BUY A 
HALF* BARREL FOR 
SS.-THAPS ABOUT 
17 DOZEN.1
B Y  G EN E A H ER N
jove, Moesw, 1cm m '
cats and Lee did the rest with his
.22. ]
KILLS 50 DEER
Commenting on the present 
cougar situation, Lee believes 
there are not too many around 
this season, "but still too many 
for the deer population."
This central Okanagan area is 
hunted heavily, according to Sam 
Lee, and if there are to be deer 
in any appreciable numbers, “the 
cougars will have to be killed.’’ 
According to Lee, the average 
cougar kills 50 deer a. year. 
That's the way it works out in 
nature’s plan,” said he. "A cou­
gar kills a deer about every week 
to feed on."
The pair he killed a short while 
ago were average size for male 
and female—and he has two more 
skins and *80 in his pocket. Boun­
ty money for cougars at the pre­
sent time, and paid by the pro­
vincial government, is *40. He 
said skins have no commercial 
value, but many people make 
floor rugs out of them.
NO COMMERCIALS 
Not to sound commercial, or 
anything like that, but Leer re­
minds readers and anyone else 
who see cougar tracks to advise 
the game warden—Don Ellis—or 
himself.
After all, *40 is *40—and money 
sn’t the easiest commodity come 
by these days!
And deer weren’t too plentiful, 
either! Ask any hunter, most of 
whom came back home "skunk­
ed” this last autumn.
SAND and GRAVEL 
TOP SOIL and FILL DIRT 
BULLDOZING 
J . W. BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 Stirling Place
R . j .  W ILK IN SO N
for EXCAVATING 
Irrigation — Drainage — etc.










PIS IT OUT or
'mVNBOTi MS
Wanted To Rent
STEADY, RELIABLE TENANTS 
—Couple with school age son need 
two bedroom home with furnace, 
near school; Phone 4133. 119















Roynl Canadlnn Air Force 
Recruiting Officer 
at the Armouries, Kelowna 
Every Tuesday Afternoon 
12 to 8 p.m. 
108,111,114,120,126
"STOP” AT THE “DEPEND­
ABLE" Used car and truck lot for 
the best deal in town. Reliable 
Motors and Tires Ltd., 1658 Pen­
dozi St., Phone 2410. M-TH-tf
BEFORE YOU BUY YOUR NEW 
or late model car see us about our 
low cost financing service avail­
able for either dealer or private 
sales. Carruthers and Meiklc Ltd. 
364 Bernard Ave. 116
1949 CHEVROLET DELUXE two 
door sedan. Immaculate condi­
tion, four new tubeless tires, fog 
lights, low mileage. Phone 3613,
119
COAL — PRESTOLOGS 
CANMORE BRIQUETTES 
Buy now before it really gets cold 
Where From?
WM. HAUG AND SON 
1335 WATER ST. PHONE 2066 
GLENMORE YARD PHONE 3208 
■ M-F tf
1951 METEOR -COUPE, FIVE 
passenger, equipped with' radio, 
heater, 3 good tires, $500 cash. 
Phone 2125. 124
; REPAIR SPECIALISTS
Radios, Televisions, Electric 




149 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405
129
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED TO 
live in and take full charge of a 
motherless home and four school 
age children, father away on 
construction job. Apply 2359 
Abbott St. For appointment 
phone 8919. 117
WM MOSS PAINTING AND 
decorating contractor, Kelowna, 
B.C. Exterior and Interior paint 
Ing. paper hanging. Phone your 




SEE FOR YOURSELVES 
Women arc earning *2.00 or more 
on hour representing Avon Cos 
mctlcs, Openings in Kelowna, 
Winfield, Oyama areas; Write Box 
3185, Courier. * 114-117
1951 METEOR SEDAN, FULLY 
equipped, including automatic 
transmission, immaculate con­
dition. After 5 p.m, phone 2165,
114
1957 Ms-TON FORD DELUXE like 
new. Can be seen at 801 Wilson 
Ave., or Speedy Delivery Service.
115
WATCH "CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale’’—there arc somo great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
Business Opportunities
FISHING LODGE REQUIRES 
cook-housckccper for coming 
season. Reply by letter giving 
age, nationality, marital status 
and npproximaatc wage expect­
ed. Box 13, Winfield, B.C. U4
BUTCHER BUSINESS WANTED 
anywhere in the .valley. Will pur­
chase full business oiitright or 
consider half interest. Address 
replies to P.O. Box, 56,a,Peoch- 
land, B.C. ^  J117
, y . t t^tanlfardTyp* '
-  No white space.
, Minimum 10 words.
I  Insertion ~ ----- pen word
} consecutiveInsertion* — — per word 3 tf # consecutive Insertions or more — —  per word 3#1 -.n
4 Classified Display '
Ope insertion —— -—R1.12 inch
t  consecutive . .
i , Insertions  ------inch
•  consecutive insertion*
or nsrs1 ----- DJ Inch
8 count Unc* daily —9 900 month 
Dally for 6 months .*. 8,30 month 
. additional Una -  3.60 month 
.Ono in ^ .i t* ^ ,,- - ^  m o  month 
Ona tfictk” *' ™  1 ' 1 ’
8 times wttk, _  i m  month
Male Help Wanted
S. M. SIMPSON LTD.
can take a limited 
number of orders for
4 FT. VENEER CORE 
FUEL WOOD.
Orders accepted will be 







VERNON — Junior Chamber of 
I Commerce , members have set 
themselves fast pace to start off 
I centennial year activities.
On tap are concerts, campaigns,
I a dinner, and the provision of 
I transportation.
Committees. have been formed 
I to help with advertising the hospi­
tal’s membership drive. To bring 
the drive to the public’s attention, 
a large wooden thermometer will 
be placed on the outside of the 
old post office, with the mercury
uwmo mtsAmfituciTS too 
. t ir  way. to
LMfAtll!
r
E. W INTER Ltd.
527 Bernard Ave. Phone 2189
tesfe*
PITTSBURGH
P A IN TS
300 colors to choose from for 
Interior Finish.
Ask to see the booklet “Living in Color" and 
"How to Do It with Pittsburgh Paints"
Interior Builders Market Ltd.
PHONE 3236 VERNON ROAD
Want cash to fix up your home ? 




FIREPLACE WOOD—DRY Bear LONDON (AP) — BBC engin 
cut 18" lengths, burns clean, pro- eers reported hearing radio sig 
duces good heat $14 cord on nals Saturday which they said 
orchard. C. H. Taylor. Phone could conceivably be transmitted 
6000. 1181 by an earth satellite.:
DRY BUSH WOOD 2 CORD ^
load $24.00; cord load 12.50. I m - | ^ “ ,.10̂  „ ^  
mediate delivery. Phone 2824. ' - f e  slfspect we L vc  stumblS
—- onto a commercial code," an en- 
GOOD FIR SAWDUST -  IM- gineer said.
MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587. The signal was heard at 20.025
___  __tf megacycles. The sound, some-
Delivered thing like n beep-beep, was being 
I heard continuously.
The BBC engineers started lis- 
n n y  pTR tittcti u /n n n  anv 1̂ ^ ^ ^  intently after receiving re* 
wilnihF«Va 5 port s from F i n l a n d  and the 
*** COrd’ deHvcrcd. Ph4"£ United States that radio ama- 
' 11' tours were picking up strange
rising as the sale of the $1 mem' 
berships progresses.
As a result of letters to defence 
minister G. R. Pcarkes, Defense 
Construction Ltd. wiU be calling 
tenders for ""the re-siding and 
painting of 14 buildings at the 117 
manning depot. The JayceO group 
inaugurated the move in conjunc­
tion with their support of the do­
it-now campaign.
GOOD CITIZEN, '
Other activities include the pre­
sentation of the good citizen 
award to Bishop H. Sovereign, at 
a concert to be hold on Feb. 20. 
Two choirs will be featured at 
the presentation.
In an attempt to further their 
clean-up campaign, the Junior 
chamber members have submit­
ted a brief to city council. Further 
plans call for an "old boy" dinner 
for former JaycCes, and the pro' 
vision of transportation for mem­
bers of, the Golden Age Club 
throughout January.
L O A N S ,  .
target! All-Canadian loan Company
No. 101 Radio Building, 
1490 Pendozi St. —  Phone 2811
Branches throuhgout British Columbia
Chilliwack:
Boyd Building, 3 Gore Ave., Chilliwack, B.C. Phone: 2*9631 
, Nanaimo:
Windsor Building, 77 Victoria Crescent, Nanaimo,. B.C. Phone 29.79
Nelson: ,
500 Baker St., P.O. Box 400, Nelson, B.C, Phone 1638 
New Westminster:
513 Columbia St., New Westminster, B.C. Phone LA. 1-1865 
Prince George:.'
144 George St., Prince George, B*£’ Phone 510 
South Burnaby: —
3653 Kingsway. Phone DE. 9550 
■  ̂Vancouver: ’
146 East Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. Phone DI. 0295 
Vancouver:
Rm. 200, 455 Granville St„ Vancouver, B.C. Phone TA. • 1257
Victoria:
030 Fort St., Victoria, B.C. Phone 4-9305
DRY BUSH WOOD
for $14 per cord. Phone 3257. I r  ti l .
BOY SAVED FROM RIVER
MONTREAL (CP)—Three men 
formed a human chain across a 
20-foot expanse of thin ice Sunday 
to rescue,Ronald Gregory, 9, who 
was floundering in the St. Law' 
rencc -River. The -boy plunged 
into nine feet of water when ice 
near the shore cracked. He was 
released from hospital after an 
examination.
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD 





"There might be a new Soviet 
earth satellite nloft. or Sputnik 
No. 2 might hove resumed send-
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES Iinf* 
and Polishers, Now available for 80 W, but at.this stage it scemq. 
reht In Kelowna. B and B Palnt morc Ukclythat we are picking 
-  —  •— up some commercial operator
who hopes to get an answer from 
someone, That would account for 
the strength ol the signals."
Spot Ltd, For details phono 3036 
130-M-W-F
ACCOUNTANT
Services of experienced mule accountant required, Must 
bo able to take complete charge of books of a retail store 
and prepare financial statements. Applicant should state 
age, experience, salary expected and when available. 
Pension fund and other benefits.
Write to ,
Kelowna G row ers' Exchange





Police — — Dial  3300
Hospital .....   Dial 4000




If unable, to contact a doctor 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN
Sundays, Holiday* and 
, ■. .Wednesday* ,
8 pm to 0:30 pm
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 
Canadian nnd Arrur^ctm 
Customs 
24-hour aervtCA.
T O D A Y 'S  TR EN D
is ■





Phone 2 12 3
m e  Me m r t i
A
, ■ \ . ■ '.\
Notice To Taxpayers of Kelowna
On all payments pf current taxes made between January 
1st,' 1058, and August 30th, 1058, interest a t the rate of 4% 
per annum will bo allowed from the d a te , of payment to- 
October 20th, 1058, For example, a payment of flW.OO made r 
January 2nd, 1958, will earn *3.10. The 1058 mill rate has not 
been struck, Tlicrcforc payments are accepted on account 
nnd ntay not exceed the amount of the 1957 taxes on the 
property concerned. \ \
If n taxpayer finds it inconvenient to pay his taxes in one 
amount, advantage can be taken of the "Payment By Install- 
ment" plan,,whereby'taxes can bo paid in installments of not 
less than *5.00* This enables taxpayers to budget their taxes 
It they so desire. 4% interest will be allowed from date of 
payment on nny installment payments made o n ' or before 
August 30th, 1058.
D. B. HERBERT, Collector.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELQWNA
You can have a newer, fuller, outdoor life with A real 
future . . .  in the Canadian Army.
If you want a steady job . . .  a career with a hjtarb. . . 
and can meet the high standards set hy the Canadian 
Army, there is a world of opportunities open to you. 
Here is a challenging career. .  one with a purpose. •. 
good companions. . .  opportunities for advanccmcr” 
and adventure good pay.
The year* when yon are young ore 
’ THE GREATEST TEARS OF JtOUR LIFT 
Make the most of them as a proud, memher of the 
Canadian Army. . . V ^  .
GET THE FACTS FOR VOVRSEIF 'FORAY
Phone, or toh<f this'coupon tot
ARMY RECItUrriNG STATION
, National Hotel,
Vernon, B.C., Telephone 2600 or 4057 i
(■êC
'rnrniimmmmnmmm*
Pltate mid ntr, irlihoiit olWgaitan, dtlaU* on forcer pppdf* ‘ ,, a 
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D E S  O S W E L L
MON., JAN. IS, 1938 THE DAILY COURIER
C O N T R A C T  B R ID G E
The first joint Cub and Scout 
leaders meeting has ben set lor 
Wednesday, January 15 at 8 p.m. 
In the Anglican Parish Hall on 
Sutherland Ave. Would any 
leader reading this notice please 
pass the word on to the other 
leaden of bis group. Lets go for, 
a terrific .turnout.
The agenda is fairly full so an 
eariy starting ‘meeting is hoped 
for. Among the subjects to be 
discussed are Scout Week, Cen­
tennial, publicity of groups, 
There has also been planned ,! 
dividing of scout and cub leaders 
to discuss strictly, scout or cub 
work.
So come on scouters, let's have 
a big turnout so wjs can, get
things rolling together. 
REMINDERS
1. Your troop or papk must be 
registered by January 31.
2. Applications ere' now being 
made for leaders taking the 1958 
Wood Badge Courses have 
you made your application?
3. B-P Sunday Is February 23 
this yety.
4. Queenscouts who are to 
attend this year's Queenscout 
investiture must be registered 
at provincial headquarters by 
January 31.
' The founder of scouting, Lord 
Baden-Powell of Gelwell wrote— 
“Scouting is a boy's game — but 
a man’s job.” — A good thought 
—let’s work on it!
1 Good scouting, good cubbing.
By B. JAY'BECKER 
(Top X tw r t J t l d n  In Masters’ 
IadiTldaaJ Championship; Flay)
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Pass Redhls . , • -4
trouble making thirteen tricks lor 
score of 1450,points.
A heart was opened. Dummy 
won and the ace of spades was 
cashed. South, discarding his other 
heart. After leading the ace of 
diamonds, a low club was played 
and finessed. Declarer then ruf­
fed a small diamond, led the ten 
of clubs which won, and repeated 
the finesse, picking up /E ast’s 
Icing. When the diamonds then di­
vided gavorably, the Canadian 
East-West pair had no tricks to 
show for their double,
At,the second table, something 
strange happened. All four play­
ers passed. This on a hand which 
contained a grand slam. For some 
'rason, the American North didn't 
think his hand good enough to 
open \(only 12 high card points, 
you see), add South,, scared to 
death of the missing major' a^its 
and with only 11 high card points 
also passed.
At the third table, the Amerl- 
West opened with three
V O O D O O S  C A U LD R O N
By MARY-ANNA KIRSCHNER
Well, here we are back to our 
text books and lessons with Jan­
uary exams, just around the 
corner. New Year’s resolutions 
were made and of jeourse also 
broken but all in all we hope our 
New Year of 1958 brings us what 
we most desire. i
SENIOR COUNCIL MEETING 
Skating Party*— The skating 
party was set for January 10. As 
'well as just skating, games 
prizes and other mixers were 
suggested. - '
School Dance — The senior 
dance will be held on January 17 
The type of dance has not yet 
' beeh' decided but the students 
will be informed shortly.3
UBC Conference—Applications 
from those students wishing to 
attend should be in by January 
10.
ANNUAL CLUB *> .
The Annual Club this year Is 
off to a bigger and better start 
, On Wednesday, Nov. 13, the An- 
! nual Club sponsored- a gigantic 
variety concert . as a money 
making project by which ap­
proximately $140,00 was realized.
The Rutland High School audi­
torium where the concert was 
held Was filled almost to capacity
and the program was thoroughly 
enjoyed by everyone who at-
Opening -le*d—seven of hearts 
A few years'ago a British Co- 
llumbia team Jovroeyed to Seattle 
[to play a team-of-eight match 
I against a Pacific Northwest team. 
(The Americans*won the 64-board 
[match by 2,240 points.
One hand, played brought 
most amazing variety of results 
ami simply proves how the minds 
| of bridge players run in different 
channels.
At -one table, the bidding went 
as shown. The American South
ACROSS
Iended.
The Annual Club is now in the 
midst f t  canvassing for ad­
vertisements—another means by 
which money is raised to help 
finance the yearly production of I got doubled at five clubs, which 
the annual. . | North redoubled, and bad no
The theme of this year’s pro­
duction of the annual magazine 
will run in the centennial vein.
The name for the yearbook has 
not yet been decided, but it will 
be closely linkfed to the cen­
tennial.
Annual staff: Editor-uwchief.
Elaine Patro; co-editor, David 
Geen,*' secretary, Thelma Sapin- 
sky; treasurer, Louise W ostra-,,. R whJt_
dowski; advertising editor, David }®*
Swanson; literacy editor, Sharon em
Wageman; sports editor, Mari- 
lyne Campbell; club editor, Shir­
ley Uyeyama; social editor, An­
nie ‘ Holzman; sponsor, M r;
Cowan.
BASKETBALL
Our senior girls 'played a good 
exhibition .game with the Owlet* 
tes Friday evening in Kelowna. i1B .
This has been the only basketball 118‘ -in­
action - since the beginning of the],*.
New Year. Both teams put forth );,• . •
goodblay dispite of a long-period 
of' idleness during the holidays.'
can -----  . , ^
spades. Everybody passed. Three 
spades was made with 100 honors 
as the Canadian pair, with thir­
teen ; tricks at their disposal, 
dfdin't utter a peep.
At the fourth table, the Ameri­
can West also opened three 
spades. This came around to 
South who decided to put up a 
fight. He * bid four diamonds, 
which bought the contract. Some­
how or other he wound up down 
two—minus 100 points.
All told, the Winners gained 
1,490 points on the deal, but could 
have done much better if they, 
had not passed out a grand slam
DAILY CROSSW ORD
1. Coal-dust 






114. God of War 
(Gr.)
115. Fruit of , 
buttercup
|16. Exists 


























27. Nour- • 
ishment







35. Dip out 
' 36. Hautboy
40. Esker '
a n a n u  h o s b b  
□s a n s  auBHG 
HQC3U H B nEatL :
□ a a  n m on  mo. 
□aaHacuB aacj 
a a u  n u a t i  
t i a a n a  a s s a a  
u a c o  b b h  
□sia a a a a u a a  
s a  a a o a  a a a  
a u a u n B  t i a a a  




T V  Star-Millionaire Linkletter
Becomes Author
By BOB THOMAS ’
HOLLYWOOD (AP)-Not con­
tent with being a  television star
and millionaire.^ Art Linkletter LA1 „
has become a best-selling author. copies in the first four weeks,
When I met the hearty extrovert 
he didn’t mention thd latest rating 
of People Are Funny or the suc­
cess of his investment?. But he 





wall , , 
covering
Here!s One Jail 
That Hasn't Any 
Room
MILLBROOK, Ont. (CP)-The 
penal institution overlooking this 
village (population 766) 12 miles 
southwest of Peterborough has a 
prisoner shortage.
At present, six months' after 
the gates first swung open, only 
100 prisoners occupy its 250 cells.
Regarded as escape - proof by 
penal experts, the $3,500,000 in­
stitution has apparently proved to 
be a deterrent to potential" In­
mates—Reform institution prison­
ers guilty of disturbing rehabili­
tation programs.
Officials say the Millbrook pri­
son has played a decisive role 
in casing tensions in tijese instt 
tutlons — so much s6 that the 
number of "disturbers”' has drop­
ped well below the average ex­
perienced before Millbrook was 
built.
Prisoners live in sparsely- 
equipped cells and minimum con­
tact is m a i n t a i n e d  between 
guards and prisoners a t all times 
—even meals are brought to the 
cells. ' Prisoners ' mix with cac 
other only during exercise or 
work periods.
Discipline is mhintnlncd prin­
cipally by withdrawal of privil­
eges—tobacco, library facilities, 
newspapers and common associa­
tion.
Kids Say The Darndest Things.
'I .  just talked to my publishers 
today1,’’ he r e p o r t e d  happily.
‘They said my book had told 215,
‘ ' :
the biggest sales of any .book 
they’ve *ha(jT̂  And. they p u b U sh ]^ ^ ™ ^ ® ^ 0̂  
Ndrman Vincent Peale, too!”  13?- Scorched 
GAG COMPILATION , ,j' - 
The Linkletter volume is a com­
pilation of the things kids have 
told him on hi! afternoon House 
Party TV show. Art has a way 
with the youngsters that .manages 
to evoke hilarious statements. His 
favorite:
UnUetter: Wa* there anything 
your- mother told you not "to say 
when you got on my program?
Boy: Yes, she said not to say 
that ?he was pregnant.
Linkletter: Why not?
Boy: Because she isn’t.
"That was a beauty, because it 
has a double kicker,” Art said.
123-Worthless 
thing ;
. (collod.) ♦ 
|24. Owns .
|25. Of ‘the pia 
mater '
27. Hesitate 













He has been collecting these re­
marks, for over a decade. ; Alter 
each show, he dictates the choice 
ones to his secretary. He always 
figured he would do something 
with the material some day. But 
the opportunity never came until 
a Prentice-Ha!! editor happened to 
catch a House Party broadcast. 
He phoned Art and suggested the 
book.
DID IT HIMSELF
Art said he eschewed ghost 
writers and did the book himself.
The problem in this book was 
organization: I knew I had plenty 
of good material. The Job was to 
put it together so that it wasn't 
Ju?t one disconnected' story after 
another."
Art did his Job well, and ,the 
results began to show, immed­
iately. The Saturday Evening Post 
took the book5 for serialization 
The, sales Jumped Art into the 
best-seller lists: almost with? pub­
lication. . ' , *
The author is highly gratified, 
for more reasons tha'n moneJv A 
few years bhok he wrote another 
tome, People Are Funny, describ­
ing his |ifc nnd career as a radio- 
TV prankster. The book was 
dud. ‘
One letter simply 
l or the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters arc different.
Ripley’ s BELIEVE IT  O R  N O T
A KNOT-
INN PIECE OF 2X4 
THAT RESEMBLES THE HEAD ,
„ OfAmwsmuemtam,i Submitted fcy 
(ARLHEUtit EDOUARD-Oii&julU.
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOtfE — Here’s how to work it: 
A X  Y D  L B A A X R  ^
is L O N G F E j L L O W
i stands for another. In this sample A is used 
i ,
A  c R y t o g r a m  q u o t a t i o n .
' ,’ X Q G  G W Q T  X P W X  E C W X P  QG X P H  
K W G X '  X P Q M V  QM W J W M  X L  V C L E  
L ' K ’S , - W K U  W H F , G .  . :
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: TRU^H, CRUSHED TO EARTH, 
SHALL RISE AGAIN -  BRYANT.
Y O U R  HOROSCOPE
rs
FOR TOMORROW , ,
Excellent aspects govern this 
day. You have a fine chance now 
to make headway in practically 
any endeavor—especially if ful­
filment of your aims depends to 
any extent on the , good wiU and 
cooperation of others.
FOB THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow Is your birthday, 
m l x e d > planetary -, Influences 
throughout- the year Indicate 
fine periods of gain in tomo di­
rections r a “slowing up” of pro­
gress in'Others, The next three 
months should prove excellent 
from business and financial 
standpoints, and it would be well 
t4 capitalize on the aspects then 
in -force, since you (won't hnvo 
another opportunity' to -make 
mdwny along these lines until 
late In September—and then only 
for a brief period. 1
In attempting to wind up your 
year on the right side of the 
ledger, however, don’t speculate. 
This is dcfintely not your year to 
take chances.
You will have to be extremely 
tactful In your personal relation­
ships , this year. Except ,for a 
period in mid-September, ro­
mance is not under particularly 
{ood influences, and there are 
udlcntlons 'of tension in do­
mestic and/or social circles in 
April, June and lute November. 
You can avoid difficulties, how­
ever, if you nrc alert to such pos­
sibilities' and do jyour »part to 
head: them off. Late February is 
about the only wcll-aspcctcd 
for travel. Watch hi 
nnd December,
A child born on this day yrtll 
be highly talented and ambi­





T H E  O LD  H O M E T O W N  -  Stanley
IhB FIRST U.fi. MONUMENT 
HONORING 4  WOWAtt
)UverMi.ian»s, \
*mkrm
OP m i .  HWIHAH DU5T0N 
!N0 StNOLE-IMMimV AVENGGD 
(lit MO WAR OP HER WFAMT QUID
tM w am at
^ICKW- 
Cr with




f w eftty i mailed  
>*THAT PLY-*IHAris. 
w i A f i T o r m
7 ]6ETCW OUT O fO Q O fiS-LEAVE?TH’ HOUSEWORK TO Mff/ AND 
ANYWAY. I  WASSAV/NG THATONE 
PLY - 1 SORT O' DEPEND CW HIM a  
TO BU2Z OUT O’ HIDING AND j
TELL. MB WHEN,-'----------------
SPA IN # IS  
HKATC
OACKROAD POUCS-PAV41HH OLD MEDDLER.
143
i!
—THfi imblMR Durr woe! 
M VMfiV PQ VMS WHQIC lOWN 
URL KNOW WMOR BEAllV . 
SUNNING FOBtaUWORVOUf
anTTSDIME-HTA JU9TA SCMLCD 
HlRfiO HAND/ TKSV\JL 
varsFORVOUAft 
UONS AS you PONT tWOONlf
MAK8 ’EM TKMK/
AM! AMERICANO!
ME, L GOT A C0U5IM 
UVt WTH’iKONX. 
YOU KNOW KIM? 
TITO ZUCONI?
NO, W J X KNOW A 
IBETTO ZUCONI IN 
OSHKOSH.
ST EXACTLY 3 P.M. 9UZ ENTERS THE CAFi ROMA IN AT EXACTLY 3:10 HE >ACQDEKTAU.Y3UPSETS A CUSSCALETTO. i OF WINE. V '  s i . .^
V 1
SHHI PONT ACT TOO FRIENDLY.. 
THEN YOU'RE SAWYER. WEAL K  
WORKING T06ETHIR ON THIS , 
v  SKUWVIH4 40B.
[0A6W00D.WAKSUR
> COOKIE FORGOT TO ,
L/return  her book
TO THE LIBRARY 
TODAY
SHE CAN 
V TAKE IT 
r  ■ BACK 
TOMORROW
'BUT ITS OVERDUE-  
. THERE'LL BE A 
‘FINEOF 
L TWELVE CENTS 
ONir
WELL.DONT WORRY- 
MAVSE THEVU. LET HER 
RW  OFF THE FINE 
BY GOING TO 
JAIL
[7M UlUltuuilIp r r SSSn
NOW LET ME 
GET BACK 
to sleep
MY MA MADE THIS I I 
•SOAP AND X»M Lj 
.SELUN’ITT’EARN
___ 1A PAIR O’SKATES,
GRANDMA/




OW, I DON’T  BEUEVE IT’LL 
GET A FELLERONE BIT 
CLEANER THAN ANY OTHER
, .BUT IT SURE DOES MAKE 
IYA SMELL NICE/’
so  ■you're HAVING 
ONE OF THOSE 
BIS PICTURE 
WINDOWS PUT 









BeSlNNlN' TO TELL 
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X WOOLWT dO OUT IN 
THAT RAIN AOAlN FOR 
OYH OR MONEY,’
WOULD YOU 0 0 -
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A R R A N G IN G  F IN A L  P A R LEY  D ETAILS
T O D A Y 'S  STO C K  
Q U O T A T IO N S
Supplied by 
Odium Brown Investments Ltd. 
3GO Bernard Aw.
Today's Eastern Trices 
(as a t 12 noon) 
AVERAGES
New Ysrk (Dew Janes)
4th Hr. Change
30 Industrials 437.63 —1.05
20 Rails 100.56 +  .40
15 Utilities 70.16 +  22
Taranto :
20 Industrials 401.79 —1.04
20 Golds 71.03 — .37
lQ.Base Metals 149.48 y  -  .74 
7  — .91IS Oils 128.90
GROW ERS' M EETIN G
Continued from Pago 1
Making last minute arrange? 
meats for this week's BCFGA 
convention, insofar as the af­
fairs of B.C. Tree Fruits is con­
cerned, a r e . three key figures 
of the growers’ selling agency, 
le f t  to right they are J. B. Lan? 




O N E  O F’ TH E K EY  SPEAKERS
?. Walrod. general manager, 
Carl Stevenson, sales man­
ager.
A r t  
N o w
INVESTMENT FUNDS 
Prices quoted on a net basis.
All Cdn. Compound 
All Cdn. Dividend 
Can. Invest. Fund 
Diversified “B” ,
Grouped Income

















J. B. Landfer, general sales 
^manager of the, growers’ sell* 
JJng agency, B.C. Tree Fruits 
w ttd;, who will deliver one of the 
^Stey-addresses tomorrow after­
noon at the opening of the three- 
day BCFGA convention in Kel­
owna. The parley, which will 
attract around 500 delegates and 
visitors; is being held a t the 
Aquatic.
i A T  W ES TB A N K
■ ***•
(Courier Vernon Bureau
VERNON — Inaugural, meeting 
of the 1958 recreation commission 
resulted in Ed Sherwood giving 
over some of the centennial reins.
Representing the centennial 
committee, Mr.' Sherwood^ was 
attempting to get a centennial 
sports program going.' After 
spending .a  fruitless period at- 
ttempting ' to line up a concrete 
plan, the centennial committee 
felt that the most likely group to 
further centennial sports. Was the 
recreation commission.
Among subjects tentatively dis­
cussed was a winter - spdrts car­
nival involving a week of curling, 
skiing, skating and minor hockey. 
A forthcoming bonspiel was also 
slated to be ̂ drafted as a, centen­
nial activity.' .
Maypr Becker, .present, to 
launch the ’58 group, began push­
ing for the ' establishment of - a  
permanent plan to send .the Mac-' 
Intosh Girl’s Band, Vernon's pipe 
band, plus a .float, to  all'm ajor 
celebrations: throughout B.C., the 
Calgary Stampede, and some Am­
erican functions. . s , 
Elections were held and Art 
Spence was elected chairman of 
the commission, - Bill Attridge, 
vice-chairman, Mrs. A. Wernicke,, 
secretary and Rev. Ken Rooney, 
treasurer. “ -» V. V' .. '  -
Abitibi 25% , 25%
Aluminum • 26% 27
B.A. Oil 34% 34%
B.C. Forest 9% 1 9%
B.C. Phone 39% - 39%
Bell Phone 40% 40%
B.C. Power 38% 38%





Cons. M and S 17% 17%





Imp. OU 39% 39%
Ind. Accep. 27 27%
Inland Gas 7% 7%
lot. Nickel 71 71%
Inter, Pipe, 39% 39%
Lucky Lager 4.15 4.20
Massey Harris 6% 6%
McColl Fron. 51 51%







Powell River . 29% 30
A, V. Roe 12% 13
Steel of vCan. 46 46%
Trans. Mtn. Pi. 57 57%
ta lk e rs  ' 75% 76
West. Ply. v 10% 11
Discusses 
P o w e r Rates
WESTBANK — At the final 
meeting before the growers’ con­
vention a t “Kelowna, the West- 
bank'BCFGA local’s resolutions 
to  be put before the convention 
were' discussed thoroughly.. Of the 
many resolutions presented three 
principal ones were ^considered.
' The. Winfield-Okanagan Centre 
and Rutland locals would like the 
present system of - election pro­
cedure, in the grower-group, that 
of delegates electing the officers, 
changed to* a growers’ ballot, 
with evefy'BCFGA member vot­
ing. The local group gave their 
delegates no ' positive instruction 
in this matter, leaving it to their 
discretion, after, they; have heard 
further1 discussion-at Kelowna.
,■> Definitely voted down here was 
a  resolution calling for publication 
of:the salaries.of various hpads 
Of departments in the grower or­
ganization.
The meeting strongly supported 
th* continuation of the practice of 
pay ing-a-prem ium  on early, 
"spot-picked5’ McIntosh apples.
Westbank delegates to the com­
ing convention ore persident A. 
M. Thompson, sccrctary-treasuter 
R.-Hiiva; Norman Tpevs, and O
Charlton.
POWER RATES
A report was made to  the meet­
ing by: G; Y. L. Grossiey, head of 
a committee investigating com­
parative rates of the B.C. Power 
Commission- end West Kootenay 
Power and Light,- and the possi­
bility of a change-over in the dis­
trict. Mr. Crossley reported that 
his inquiries had met with some 
disapproval locally,- but he will 
continue! to inquire on a -higher 
level;, ■ v
His lnvestigationas to' compara­
tive -rates has shown that where 
BCPC charges $15.10 for 700 kwh, 
WKPL charges are  $9.58 in Kel­
owna. This second change would 
be lessened somewhat oy the fact 
that'the cbmpaitycSellSits power 
to the City" of- Kelbwfla, who in 
turn* sells . It Ho. -'the 'consumer, 
whereas if th e ir ’services were 
made available here," they would 
sell' directly .to ‘the consiimer.
In emphasising the importance 
of such costs to the grower, Mr. 
Crosley. said that, a t Westbank 
Co-operative c Growers,' packing­
house, the electric -power charges 
a box packed w ire’ 4c in 1955, 
a good; crop year. wfdte in 1956, 
a year' o f : sm allercrops the 
charges ro^e-to-Sc-a box. 1
99.15 99.30
.■ - - A . : -  v
• Supplied by i. 
Okanagan Investments Limited 
280: Bernard .Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C. - 
(as a t 12 hrotf E .S .T ,).,*,
Dominion of Canada-
■ Bid Asked
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 •'
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1960 97.70 97.90
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 96.20 96.40
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 
9th .Victory Loan 
3% due 1906 
Provincials - . ...
Manitoba Hydro 
5% due 1977
Former CO O f Local A ir Cadets 
Promoted To Flight Lieutenant
Flying - Officer Robert W, C. 
Tate/ofRCAF Station Senneterre, 
has been-promoted to the rank 
of Flight1 Lieutenant, It was an- 
ntmnced'  by Wing Commander 
E. J . W,v Hfggln, CD, Command­
ing; Officer of Station Senneterre.
‘F /L 'T ate was born at Vernon.i*. 'V'x.li : 1: J . , A
cbuyer. the senior high-school at 
' Kelbwaa1 And took a banking dc- 
gtee. course by correspondence 
frmVi queen’s University in Tor*
’ , Ho joined the RCAF as an Air­
craftsman Second Class in April, 
1942, j after serving with the 9th 
Armoured Division B.C. Drag­
oons. He graduated in December 
of that samo year as an air gun- 
nerw lth the  rank of sergeant He 
'Drag an’air,gunner instructor until 
M»ywl944>at No. 3 Bombing and 
GuSwiy School at;MacDonald, 
, M sm A nertecclvina his commls- 
*fon,bescrved In England for one
,commanding officer of the
Kelowna Air Cadet! Squadron. 
RE*ENI4STED IN 1932 
Since re-enlisting in September, 
1952, F/L  Tate has, been a control­
ler of fighter aircraft in the air 
services branch:' Hls^prpscnt tour 
has thkon him to.,Lohdon, Ont. 
Mont Aplca, PQj, .'Tyndall Air 
Force Base, Fla„'U,S,A., Comox 
B.C., Yuma Air Fprcq Base, Arts. 
U.S. A.; and to Station’ Senneterre,
p q . ■ ■ .:  * • v-
He married, the forfoer Daphne 
Meek, daughter, of Mr, and Mrs 
A. D. Meek, of Salmon Arm. The 
Tlntcs now have three children.,
OILS




« . . Bid Asked
Cal. and Ed. 19% 20%
Cdn. Husky , 11 11%
Cent. Del Rio 6;40 6.5(
Fbit St. John 3.90' 4.00
Home Oil A 15% 15%
Home Oil B 15% 15%
Pacific Pete 18% 18%
Royalite 13% 13%
Triad . 4.70 4.75
United- 2.50 2.55
MINES
Bralorne , 4.50 4.60
Cas.Asbest. 5.45 5.50
Cons. Denison 11% 11%
Falcon • 22% 22%
Frobisher 1.30 1:40
Gunnar 14% 15 -
Highland Bell 1.10 1:15
Hud. Bay 43 43%
Noranda 36 36%
Sherritt 4.05 4.10
Steep ..Rock 9.40 9.50
PIPELINES
Alberta Gas 12% 13
Cam'Delhi 6% 7
N. Ont. Gas 9% 10
Trans/Canada C 24 24%




Montreal - 40% 41
Nova Scotia 51 53%
Royal : 57% 57%
•Tor. Dorp., 39 39%
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 . 
Ontario ' 
5% due 1964 
Ontario.
5% due 1975 
Corporations 
Abitibi
4%% due 1966 
B.A. Oil 
5%% due 1977 
B.C. Electric 
5%% due 1977 
Home Oil 
5% due 1971 
Woodward’s ,
5% due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas - 
5%% due 1977 
Loblaw 
6% due 1977 
Westcoast Tr. “C 
5%% due 1988 






tives of the grower-owned com­
panies. V • '■■■• ■
There are no resolutions which 
could come under the classifica­
tion of “contentious**, but the 
real “meat” of the convention 
will be contained in the reports 
of B.C. Tree'Fruits’ sales man­
ager, J . B. Lander; and the re ­
port from R. P . Walrod, general 
manager of the growers* selling 
agency and head of B.C. Fruit 
Processors* Ltd. ,
In some circles, it had been 
hoped that the report of Dean E. 
D. MacPhee on the Royal Com­
mission would have been avail­
able .before the annual con­
vention. Dean MacPhee, who was 
sole commissioner, is currently 
drafting his report, and it is not 
expected to be ready for a t least 
two months..
Other important reports will 
be submitted by the BCFGA ex­
ecutive; board of governors, B.C 
Tree Fruits;.board of directors, 
B.C. Fruit Processors’ Ltd.; the 
B.C. fruit board; president of 
the “BCFGA, along with numer­
ous resumes from pooling, grades 
and tariff committees 
Guest speakers have been kept 
to a minimum in order that grow­
ers may devote the entire three 
days to the affairs of their in­
dustry.
INDUSTRY NURSERY
Following is a summary of 
some of the resolutions to be 
presented during the three days: 
The Oliver local wants the 
ECFGA executive to investigate 
the possibility of an industry- 
owned and operated nursery to 
propagate hardy apple stock and 
other types of fruit trees. It will 
be argued that New Zealand and 
Australia successfully oerate their 
own nurseries which guarantees 
growers a reliable source of 
nursery stock and at a 50 per 
cent saving
Keremeos Cawston request the 
setting up of a competent form of 
inspection at retail level 'to en­
sure that consumers are. getting 
a product as good as originally 
packed and shipped. The local 
points out that there ape many 
complaints by consumers over 
the poor quality of fruit, but in 
most cases the trouble cannot be 
fairly laid at the source of or­
iginal dispatch.
South and East Kelowna and 
Ktremeos-Cawston growers want 
a spot-pick premium of a t least 
15 cents a standard box for early 
picked McIntosh apples and |hat 
the premium be paid only on 
fruit packed and available to 
B.C. ’Dree Fruits at. cut-off date 
A 24-hour notice of premium cut­
off is requested,
Naramata growers are con­
cerned over deer damage to or- 
chards, and i t  asks the provincial 
government^ to assist financially 
in erectidg" an  adequate deer 
fence around an orchard- to the 
lire
cost of the fence; ............
Winfield-Okanagan Gentre-Rut- 
land locals request a  ' change 
in the procedure of electing offi­
cers of the 'BCFGA, B.C. Tree 
Fruits, B.C. Fruit Processors 
and the B.C. Fruit Board, The 
locals contend that many dele­
gates ignore the wishes of the 
growers. Resolution asks that 
tile officers be elected .by a poll 
of the growers. after all the 
annual meetings of the locals. 
The nominations would be listed 
on a ballot and the ballot would 
be mailed to each individual 
grower. Results-of the mail-vote 
■would be tabulated prior to the 
annual convention^ . . f  .
PICKING DATES
Salmon-Arm-Summerland asks 
that 'closer study be made ini 
apple-picking' dates; Winfield- 
Okanagan . Centre, Glenmore-Os- 
oyoos growers, want the federal
government to  extend unemploy­
ment insurance benefits to cover
all orchard help; Glenmore wants 
the frost and wind warning ser­
vice provided by the department 
transport, discontinued, and 
Penticton wants the DOT to ob­




cals want a s e t  time for special 
broadcasts pertaining to the fruit 
ndustry, preferably a t the noon 
hour; Naramata requests that the 
farm loan board act be changed 
to help in specialized small acre­
age farming, and Pentictoo, Win- 
field-Okahagan' Centre urge that 
the government place a floor 
price under fruit which will cover 
the cost of production.
Other resolutions deal with cut­
off dates for early applet; use of 
certain type of containers; pool­
ing and grading of fruit; compul­
sory spraying and other matters 
pertaining to the gtbwing of fruit.
/SOFTER LANDING 
A boxing ring in Oslo, Norway, 
has a foam-rqbber cushion under 
the canvas, to soften the impact 
of knockdowns.
extent of one-thijd of the. total
. THE DAILY COURIER 1A




Whether it’s snow and cold or 
open and mild as it is now, it 
makes no difference to the mice 
in the orchards.
The mickeyS and mlnnlcS, and 
their little twinnies. are gnawing 
away at the fruit trees, especial­
ly the unprotected young’ones.
Horticulturist John Smith con­
firmed that several instances of 
tree damage have come to light 
in the Kelowna district. .....
Orchardists, according to Mr.' 
Smith, Should take immediate 
stops to protect their fruit trees.
Mr. 'Smith added that so far 
it has been a good winter for 
fruit trees and they should be 
able to withstand a fair amount 
of cold, even without Snow. But 
extreme cold, of course, without 
a snowcover, could cause severe 




VERNON (CP) — The Okan- 
agan • Revelstokc Progressive 
Conservative Association will 
hold a  nominating, convention 
Feb. 3 to name a  candidate for 
the federal riding, president 
Frank Ryali said Friday nlghtT
D I S T R I C T
Noted Author To W rite Book 
On History O f Helicopters
Roly Goodchild, noted author, 
has been commissioned to write 
book on the history of helicop­
ters in Canada.
He recently returned to Kel­
owna from Vancouver after inter­
viewing Carl Agar, vice-president 
of Okanagan Helicopters Ltd., and 
a pioneer in this field of aviation. 
Mr. Agar \\as awarded foe McKee 
Award, for his outstanding.contri­
bution to aviation in Canada, and
the Kossler Award, given by the days
American Helicopter Society.
Okanagan Helicopters has de­
veloped from being a one-machine 
operation in Kelowna to one of 
the largest helicopter companies 
in the world. The firm now ope­
rates 50 machines.
Apart from the historical back­
ground of the company, Mr. Good- 
child is'anxiqus to obtain some in­
teresting sidelights and photo­
graphs of Mr, Agar, in the early
W hat's Yo u r Route?
when taking your colour 
films Cor developing?
a ' ,
Head for Long’s for fast, de­
pendable ’ colour film service 
with a long-established com­
pany, Munshaw Colour Service 
Ltd.
We at Longa know we can 
depend on their w6rk — andf
so can-you.
DEVELOP THE HABIT 
at
SUPER D R U G S  LT D .
“Where All Kelowna Saves'*
Annual M eeting of Shareholders
■ . ,1/  Lf  _ •
T h e  R o y a l  B a r t k  o f  C a n a d a
103%









«■ ■ ;■.. ■ 1
115.00 ; 118.00
105.00 —
108.00 . —, : ' '■ A
104%' >. 105% 
109.00, j  110.00 
101% 103.00
EMPLOYMENT DECREASE
WARSAW (AP)'— Employment 
in/Poland’s Industries; especially 
In heavy Industries, will- be re­
duced during' 1958, .Deputy Pre­
mier. Plotr,< JaroszcwIor -fold a 
steel workers' uplon ratty,. ,
• iu u S u G ir r  \
re*
Eecom*; 
,  ... National
_     JonaL1 'J Orgapha*;
&  W W r i s U .
t v c I n t r e
-Mid: APFLtANCBa LTD, 
I l lS e re a rd  Ph.1019
PARAMOUNT PHONft
3 1 1 1
BUY BOOK TICKETS AND SAVE
Nowing Showing — Twice Nightly — 7:00 «nd 9:0O ^8t.
^ if1 i
I
- r , •
. ' Kelowna and District Civil Defence
•
A course in civil defence welfare reception Will be held 
in : the Kelowna Senior High School, Harvey Ave. on 
^ Wednesday evenings commencing January 15th at 8;00 p.m. 
<, / AU* citizens are invited to' attend.
( ’ FoT Further Information
Phone Civil Defence Officer — Phone 2212 
Kelowna City Hall
r ■ • . ■ ____•
James Muir declares Electors 
and Government jointly 
responsible with Business and 
Labour in curbing inflation
Creation, of hew financial institution suggested' 
to fill need for niore adequate long term 
export financing. Time ripe for Money Market ; 
to assume more positive function.
(
Although the round-robin of cost 
and price rises is undoubtedly an 
inflationary factor,' even; the best 
intentions on thfe part of both 
labour and. management cannot 
long resist art inflationary envir­
onment created by excess spend­
ing' through errors or inefficiency 
of monetary: and fiscal -manage­
ment, declared James '.Muir, 
Chairman and President of the 
Royal Bank of Canada, in his 
address J at the bank's ahnual 
meeting in Montreal on Thurs­
day, January >9th. “In such a 
situation, wages would rise even 
without trade unions to press for 
them,” said Mr. Muir. “The 
employer finds that to increase 
production in response to .rising 
demands, he must bid for'labour 
r-.t a higher price. He m ay often 
find it necessary to raish prices, 
but these higher prices can ‘be 
paid only because ,tho,original in-
iwn
WOOWA® ‘ W081H • fiANOAU • HIWTD* • HlTCHBU.
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
nngM MUtth'*-
4) i ; Cowfeg Wednesday *», ' ,  1 • i
• ', ' ^  IN  T H E  $ w ' V : v I
James M ason ~  Joan Fontaine —  H arry Belafonte
Best Wishes
For a Successful Convention 
to BCFGA Delegate* , 
from ^
flationary environment mdkes it 
pssib le for his cu'stbm<' 
them., Under'
LTD




FEATURING The New , 
Waterproof-Glue PLYWOOD
B U LK  P IC K IN G  B INS
i,1 , :v. ■' • , i-
Materials Supplied or (
Out to Jlirc to Your Rcquircpicnts
Supplied Knocked-Down for your Assembly 
Complete with component wood parts






- sibl tomers to pay 
these r cqhditlbns, 
wages and profits rise; together, 
but they afe symptoms rather 
than the c&ua'e of inflation 
“However,ypnee the , :cirde' is’ 
broken, by effective monetary; and 
fiscal policy,- niutuai restraint is 
clearly, in-older. Prof%  fall first 
and unions might well a t this 
point -temper the wina^ to ''the 
shorn lamb. In fact, if we ate to 
obtain; not-merely full employ­
ment and growth, but stability 
as well, the exercise'of restraint 
in making demands must "become 
the- responsibility not only of 
labour and business, but of 
electorate and government as 
well.”
FREE EXCHANGE RATE
Mr. Muir mentioned that among 
(lie ‘built-in stabilizers’ .of the 
economy is Canada’s free.foreign 
exchange rate; and pointed out 
that in the absence of flexible 
price levels, and with a domestic 
fiscal policy geared to /full em­
ployment.! the floating exchange 
rate provides the orjiy piechanism 
of adjustm ent,other 'than rigid 
exchange controls,' to the ever- 
changing requirements for cqull-  ̂
ibrlum in Canada’s International 
Recounts, i “ It i s , sometimes
SMALL BPRROWER 
' NOT NEGLECTED
“Generally speaking; banks 
are’ in position to take care of 
the legitimate needs of all 
credit-worthy small to moder­
ate borrowers,” said. Mr. 
Muir. 1 “In the past' few 
months, however, there has 
been a great , to-do about 
scarcity o f %credit for this’ 
sector of our economy; and 
government authorities; have 
apparently become exercised 
about it. Frankly, I am baffled 
when I read of these things 
and I cannot escape the im­
pression that the whole case , 
must be grossly exaggerated, 
or that, perhapq without real­
izing it, we may be witness^ 
ing an evolution in-this field. ' 
It may be that a  fundamental, 
change is taking place ih our 
economy and that the smajl . 
merchant is experiencing 
toVnething' that credit cannot 
help. There is some evidence 
not only,that sales outlets are 
becoming-more and more con­
centrated, bu t' that .sales and 
production units a te  develop- 
ng an increasingly close re­
lationship with, one another.
“ From , the inception of the 
tight money policy, your bank 
has made it clear by word of! 
mouth and by repeated written 
communications to all of our 
branches that they were still 
required to deal sympatheti­
cally with applications for- 
personal and small business, 
loans, r ' '
"Ini spite of pur lending 
policy there" has been, a re­
duction not only In the number 
of borrowers but a substantial 
reduction as well in, the 
amount’ borrowed in this par­
ticular field. As far as ( this 
batik is concerned, the credit 
facilities have been available, 
our, Managers,,have known of 
this policy, an(l yet it woulti 
seem that small borrowers 
have not token, advantage of 
their opportunities to obtain 
credit” *
argued that' the Investment flow 
covers our trade deficit*” sold 
Mr. Muir. ’tend that any .stop-financing, we have 
page of tWS flow wou d be L,ithia this country 
disastrous. > But wc should re- k ls  needs, 
member first thnt.n  large port . . . .  . . .
of our Imporia , are IN  *■«««« of J What he requires Is the dis- 
tho inflow at investment funds; count of paper maturing over a 
and, second, that, should foreign Period of years or a tcrm joan  





h^ve now  passed 
$ 3 %  billion m ark
,K. M. Scdgewick, General Man­
ager, noted that not only had the 
assets of the Royal Bank reached 
the imposing total of $3,760,544,- 
617, but that mortgages undfer the 
National. Housing Act: had In­
creased by more than $30,000,- 
000, reaching a  figure of $216,- 
590,000 which represents approxi­
mately 38% of the to tal'for-all
Canadian.: bankas.. __ . • .
Mr. ..Sedgewiclf reportga' the 
year’s neUp^aBte a* $13,919,550, 
an increase of. 11.67o over the 
previous year, and that capital 
funds now stand a t more than 
$202,000,000. “The Balance Sheet 
confirms that th e . cash .position 
of the bank is .strong," ne said. 
“Assets in this form, coupled . 
w i t h  Canadian Government 
Treasury Bills and Day-to-Day 
Loans represent 22.5% of the 
bank’s aggregate liabilities to 
the public.”
Because of the period of so- 
called digestion through which 
we are now passitig,” remarked 
Mr. Sedgewlck, “we look for no 
particular ' - increased demands 
from industry as a whole, but we 
wish to: emphasize that the real 
needs of pur credit-worthy cust­
om ers;-small or large, are of 
content t o : us, and are needs 
wrhich wiU be satisfied within the 
limits of pur ability-"'
Discussing the bank's extensive - 
building and renovation program, 
Mr. Sedgewlck: reported that the 
bank now operates a system of 
82l brancheS in Canada and 82 
abroad—a total of 903, represent- 
ing- an increase of Sl̂  during the 
ast year. Included among new 
ranches, was one established at 
Frobisher Bay,' the first Can­
adian bank to be opened in the 
Arctic Islands,'
ROYAL BANK ABROAD
“Due to expcricnce gained in 
more than 50 years since our first 
branch :>wasr established abroad, 
we are well equipped to deal with 
the peculiarities of international 
banking/’ said Mr. Scdgewick. 
Referring to the British , West 
Indies' ' area where important 
constitutional developments are 
toklng place, Mr. Scdgewick 
mentioned that the bank is play­
ing a part in assisting in the 
economic growth of this newly 
developing mefober of the Com­
monwealth family; Ho also spoko 
of the unusual opportunities which 
exlst'for young men with the ap­
titude and desire for a career in 
international banking, pointing 
out that there are openings In' 
the bank for a select number of 
such young men each year.; i
a aim
our | HUM-' papei . . . .
flexible exchange rate provides ]****** money,]fou vuaHered banks 
an automatic device for adjust-1«® 
ing any deficit remaining in our 
:oods and services with 
world.”
duced, Imports) fall off, l that a ^ r ,  During a period of 
• j * ».«u ,itne cm .
have availdble In anynot
_ t  
trade in go 
the outside
Iquantity funds for this purpose.
| The result has been that some of 
oiir Canadian corporations have; 
had to go outside the country to 
HELP FOR .EXPORTERS U»}r credit requirements
.  . .7  ,  . '  w ith  non-Cenadlan banks. Wa
Mr. Muir; pointed out that dc- huvo netuatly seen cases in 
serving businessmen, seeking ex- wh|cll the absurdity arises; that 
port markets moy be hampered ln Canadian bank Is asked to lend 
by frmdrouato', export financing its custemer money which he, in 
compared, With that available to turn< deposits witii a npn-G#n* 
their: foreign, comgetltors. “As ndllin bank * to facilitate that
matters ntnnd nt the moment/’ | forc|gn bank’s lending operations, 
ho explained, “we have an ab-
surd situation. A Canadian in- "I would like to suggest tthat a 
duatry, for example, obtains an consortium of Canadian banks, 
order from, abroad amounting to Canadian exporters, and perhaps 
millions of dollars and the export other interests, shpuld consider 
Credits Insurance Corporation (ho formation of a company with 
guarantees to any lender the re-pow er to discount commercial 
payment of this paper oyer a paper covering the kind of Ipni 
period of years. However, when term export transactions whic. 
the exporter considers his own|I have hero, described.
BROADER MONEY MARKET 
Four years ago, Mr, Muir re­
called, he had mentioned that It 
might be worth while to Investi­
gate .the possibilities of p short­
term monoy market in Canada, 
“Such a market,” ho said, “did 
come into befog about six months 
inter. Wo should, l believe, now 
study the possibilities of[ broad­
ening the kaso of our money 
market. As of now, tho only in­
struments available for use with­
in this market are Government
Treasury Bills odd" government 
bonds with a .matunty not ex­
ceeding three y 
particularly in ,
ears. What I have 
t  mi ad Is a study of 
'possible steps!, to-'gchieve tho 
stature of a  real money market, 
that Is, a market that would in­
clude commercial paper in the 
form pt banker’s acceptances. 
Useful as our present money 
market is, it would, I believe, be 
worthwhile to determine whether
outgrow its swaddling clothes ̂ nd 
become a more lusty and on in­
creasingly independent part of
our finsitelal ayxt<|fa.
